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To be able to present the 2010 edition of The Chestatee Review is truly an 
honor. This year's dition marks another chapter in our progress a an organization 
and literary magazine for Gainesville State C J1ege. 
The Chestatee Review began writing its chapter in my life about a year 
ago. Landing in Dottie Blais's English 1102 class set the path for me during these 
pa t three amazing terms working first as an editor and then as editor-in-chief. I 
want to thank professor and head advisor Dorothy Blais for putting up with me 
since the moment J entered her clas room during the fall of 2008. It is her that I 
bold responsible for this unforgettable experience. 
I have been wonderfully bles ed during my tenn as editor-in-chiefto have 
such hard-working faculty advisors, faculty editors and student editors de pite our 
limited numbers. I want to thank each of them for every idea, input, and minute 
they poured into the magazine that you are boldjng. With their belp, I have grown 
to be the editor I am today. 
The Art Department is such an essential part of this magazine. I would like 
to thank John Amoss for handling all the art aspect of the magazine. Benjamin 
White, thank you for being the one to pull all the pieces together into such a fabu­
t us magazine layout. 
finaUy I can't forget my as istant editor, Linda and Sam, for aU they do 
for me. Both of them have really stepped up to be my extra hands on each campus . 
Tcame upon this quote some time ago, but it was not until lately that I 
could speak to it truth: 
"Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working 
together is success." - Henry Ford. 
I hope that everyone will enjoy reading this issue of The Chestatee Review 
a much a we enjoyed piecing it together. 
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- The Red Bible and the Children of the War by 
Alejandro Ramirez 
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"Now who is going 
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about money?" asks Rogeli 
Twenty-two hour e 
and Rogelio picks up 
. Violent clanking oj 
pavement thunder 
Children of the War by 
"There were giants in the earth in those days; and a/so after that, when the 
sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bore children to 
them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown'~ 
- Genesis 6:4. (Excerpt used in The Red Bible's Chapter I "Origins of the 
Legend" taken from the origina l To rah) 
On the rid home it's ju t Luis Adolfo and Rogelio. And the sun rises at 
6:43 AM. And Rogelio wants to think that every day is a second chance, ut he 
knows it's not true, not for him, not an more. 
"1 can roll the best joints ever." say Luis calmly, as if nothing had hap­
pened, while licking the ide of a perfectly rolled joint. 
"Here, make some," Lu i says to Rogel i , but Rogelio refuses it. 
"Ok, I 11 smoke it. This littl soldier a in' t much." says Luis because Rog­
lio is wearing an army jacket that he stole at a party. 
Rogelio walk through the door and his parent are already awake. 
"What happened to your foot?" his mother cries. 
"I broke it skating," says Rogelio 
HAy Dios mio! ] told you to be careful with that damn thing. I see all of 
your fo lish friends walking around with a cast on their foo t and their heads balder 
than that of cancer patient. It makes no ense to me," says his mother as she 
brings her hand to her forehead. 
"Now who is going t pay for the doctor, we don't even have insu.rance," 
says his father. 
"1t's fi ne, I'm ok, ev rything i. ok. Will you please stop worrying so much 
about money?" asks Rogel io needing to be left al ne. 





his friends in a basement working on anarchist propaganda and watching SKA-P, 
and Manu Chao music videos. Junk ies vvith Mohawks walk around the basement, 
reading, smoking, listening to music, and working on posters for prote ts and de­
signs for graffiti . Boxe fi lled with chemicals, electrical wire, nai ls napalm, gaso­
line, glass bottles, ammonia, and m unds of rags cram every corner. 
After watching the videos Rogelio and a group of guys take detailed step­
by-step lessons from Miguel (a skillful conman) on how to perfonn the "baptized 
bill": a imple but effective trick to buy a cheap product at any store with a $100.00 
bill, keep the bill, get the change, and keep the product. Trickery and drug trade are 
how the movement supports itself. 
After the lesson Rogetio gives out copies of the Anarchist' Cookbook and 
Guevara' Radical Writings on Guerrilla Warfare at the meeting of rev lutionary 
wannabes. 
Later they had a showing of the movie Zeitgeist. Meanwhile, Miguel talks 
on the phone in another room: 
" . .. nah, no sir. What did I tell you guy ! No, please listen to me, please ..... " 
At this point Rogelio is no longer paying attention to the movie; instead he 
listens attentively to Miguel's conversation . 
"Ok! So why didn ' t you say so earlier? . .I talked to Barrio Azteca and 
Salvatrucha, and I told them that the merchandise was to be there at nine, bUl you 
can't count on everyone to be as committed as we are. You know how these things 
work; my people start it, my people finish it, what happens in the middle is your 
problem. Just get the job done; 1 have too many things in my head right now to be 
fixing your problems at the border. .. Man!!! C'mon!! This isn't one of those for­
profit-operations that you know so well, where you just send mercenaries; this is a 
war, you need real strategy, and time is of the essence . . . That's what Hol1and said 
and they 've always been supportive of our effort in Colombia ...." 
This is big, this is real big -- thinks Rogelio as he discretely presse hi ear 
to the wall. 
'Well and also because they like drugs ... and if that's the case I think you 
should have a stern talking-to witb Adolfo, he's an idiot.. .. I know .. .1 know . . .I 
will. Yeah, and like I said earlier, it is not your fault. I know that you've always 
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lropaganda and watching SKA-P, been good to us .. . yeah we' ll get it fix.ed somehow ... " Miguel is what they cal! a 
lawk walk around the basement, "Devil Teacher"; his job is to brainwa 'h kids. 
!lg on posters for protests and de­
~ctrica l wire, nails, napalm, gaso­ Rogelio gets home at five in the afternoon with the phone conversation 
: cram every comer. 
group of guys take detailed step­
on how to perform the "baptized 
roduct at any store with a $100.00 
oduct. Trickery and drug trade are 
of the Anarchi t's Cookbook and 
e at the meeting of revolutionary 
eitgei t. Meanwhile, Miguel talks 
0, please listen to me. please ..... " 
tt ntion to the movie; instead he 
.. I talked to Barrio Azteca and 
was to be there at nine, but you 
You know how these things 
happens in the middle is your 
in my head right now to be 
!! This isn't one of those for­
send mercenaries; this is a 
..That's what Holland said 
Colombia ... . " 
he discretely presses his ear 
if that's the case 1 think you 
idiot. ... I know .. .1 know .. .I 
I know that you've always 
fro m earlier still playing in his head, and with the first timers expectati on of "I thi 
really going to happen," although Roge lio is not supposed to know, Adolfo told 
him that he is getting inducted ton ight. When he opens the door, he rushes through 
th living room with the intention of locking himself in the bathroom. As he walks 
in, his mother stops him. His parents think that he has been at a high school chess 
tournament all day. 
'2007 Che s Team. Home of the Gaine vi lle Red Knights? What is that 
shirt all about?" says Roge lio's mother hoping that her son is becoming nonnal 
again. 
"I have to wear it ifJ am to compete," says Rogelio 
"1 thougbt you hated competition,' replies his mother 
'Or play, or whatever . .. you know what I mean," says Rogeli o. 
'f th ught I would never ag in see the day when you would wear anything 
whi te instead of black," comments his mother about the red and white T-shirt. 
"f voted for red and black, but there is no democracy in American institu­
ti ons ... " Once again Rogelio starts on his anti-political rhetoric, but his mother 
interrupt him abruptly. 
"Ok ' Ok! Ok!, ya callate, quit talking so much non 'ense!" yell hjs mother. 
"Aren't you the one who is always talking about individuality? You al­
ways look like you are wearing a black unifonn; with boots, and a vest." interposes 
the faUler, content that he has gotten a great point across, but his son can ' t po sibly 
understand it. His parents keep going at it, but Rogelio ignores them, and makes 
his way to the restroom. When he finally get' to the restroom he thinks: "Privacy 
at last" 
He opens his eyes wide slide his hand through his hair, and whispers to 
the mirror as he examines his hair: 
"This i gonua look sooo badass" 
He then presses play on the stereo that he keeps in the bathroom and it' a 
9 
SHORT FICTION 
Twisted Sister CD: 
"We're not gonna take it!!! WE ARE NOT GONNA TAKE IT!!! We re 
Dot gonna take it. . . ANYMOOOOORE!!!!!tt 
Rogelio then turns the loud razor on and proceeds to shave the sides of bi 
bead. 
"Ay!! No. Esta como loco otra vez este mucbacbo, you're upposed to be 
mature now that you're a senior and all ," comments his motber at hearing Rogelio 
shaving rus head again. "Why do you do this to us, son, STOP!!! Your b ir looks 
fine," adds rus mother as she knocks on the door. 
"Well , because he likes to see you suffer," rep lies hi father. 
'You don'l even go to church anymore. I remember how you used to love 
church," yells rus mother. 
"You know why I haven't been to church in three years . Because I t Iy 
I've noticed that I can' t even make fun of religious fanatic anymore .. . they make 
fun of themselves," yells Rogeuo from th bathroom. But Rogelio feels bad; he 
wants to let his mother know that he doesn't want to make her suffer, but he can ' t 
get himself to show it, he doe n't understand why he has to be an asshole. 
Rogelio calls hi younger sister atalia, to help him with the fini hing 
touche of hi new Mohawk. 
"How doe it look?" asks Rogelio. 
"It looks really cool actually, you should keep it," says atalia. 
"Thanks," says Rogelio. 
"Anytime,' says his sister. 
"Que cosa tan horrible," say !tis mother. 
"Look like a fucking chicken to me," says his fatber. 
Rogclio takes a quick shower, puts on bis army camouflaged jacket, his 
red Converse, grabs his pack of Lucky Strikes cigarettes and heads towards the 
door. 
"Wh re are you going?" asks hi mother 
"I'm going to a party with some friend [' II be back tomorrow," answers 
Rogelio. 
The father places rus left ann on Rogelio 's right shoulder. "You should be 
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old enough to know it, but I' ll say it anyways. Be careful, don ' t be having ex, 
NOT GONNA TAKE IT!!! We're don't get too drunk, and don't do any drugs. Pay attention to the places and the 
people you hang out with." 
proceeds to shave the sides of his 
muchacho, you're supposed to be 
his mother at hearing Rogelio 
us, on, STOP!!! Your hair looks 
," replies his father. 
J remember how you used to love 
in three years? Because lately 
fanatics anymore . .. they make 
. But Rogelio feels bad; he 
to make her suffer, but he can't 
he has to be an assbole. 
a, to help him with the fini shing 
eep it," says Natalia. 
and heads towards the 
be back tomorrow," answers 
shoulder. ' You should be 
"J know. I know." It 's about to be eight o'clock, and Rogel io is getting 
impatient. 
Rog lio storms out of the apaltment building, his friends already waiting 
for him in a red car. 
"What's up Roger-bro? Nice hairdo!" says Ad lio as he packs a bowl of 
weed. 
"Stop btinging that shit out. At least wait unti l we leave the neighbor­
hood,' says Rogelio. 
"Damn, can you say OeD? Don' t be so damn paranoid! Remember that 
there is no better fr edom than not giving a shit about what people think of you. 
You got to learn how to beat the ystem." say Adolfo. With a grin ... that fucking 
grin. that fucking half mile, thinks Rogelio. 
"In this system committi ng crimes is not illegal, what's illegal is getting 
c ught, and that 's a crime I don ' t want to commit today," says Rogelio. 
Adolfo is a Mexi an-American who claims to be of Ita Jj all background. 
Rogelio has always been confused as to why Adolfo always hangs out with 
"whites." 
A they leave the neighborhood, the inside of the car fi lls up with the mell 
of fre h herb and the sight of thick, wl'lite moke. 
Rogelio put his lip around the pipe as if il were a nipple, lights up the 
\ eed. inhale, fervently, hold his breath, pas es the pipe, exhales, coughs. water 
blurs his vision. 
"This is the good hi t right here! You fellows are in for a treat," says Ad­
olfo after taking a puff and proceeding to smack his lip . "Abh, the good old haze" 
con lude Adolfo, with a face of complete satisfaction. 
"Yezzir, yezzir . .. Buddha is in the house" ays Luis as he takes a deep puff 
of the iilegal substance. Luis is a Colombian immigrant who came to the US in 
1999 in order to escape the miLi tary draft. 







for the pipe. 
"Damn! He just called you a greedy Jew Luis," says Adolfo. 
"Hell no, Jain't no fucking Jew!!" replies Luis, , ] barely took one hit." 
"So what's the plan?" asks Miguel, truggling to speak as he inhales the 
marijuana and gasp for air; when he releases the smoke slowly, he ju t watches it 
dissolve, and stares at it in awe as if trying to decipber a hidden message. 
"We're going to a lake party at Adolfo's dock right?" says Rogelio aft r 
smoking from the warm glass pipe again . 
"That' the plan. TIle party already started. I ju t had to leave it to come 
pick you guys up but everyone is there already," says Adolfo with a tone that Ro­
gelio can't quite read. 
They moke about four bowls of ''Mary-J'' and h ad to the ga station. 
Everyone gets out of the car to buy random junk, except for Rogelio. 
"Here hold this for me real quick," says Adolfo, scanning the area as he 
hands a bag ofweed to RogeJio. 
Rogelio thinks this is a mistake, so he places the bag under the front seat. 
A white police car pulls in the gas station. The officer in ide the patrol stares hard 
at the red car, and talks on the radio. Rogelio starts to get anxious, he tries not to 
look at the officer, but he knows that not looking makes him look even more suspi­
cious, so he tares and he stares bard. The officer just looks at him piercingly in 
the eye. The ritual of the taring contest begins. Right at the moment ofRogelio 's 
greatest tension, everyone come back to the car, and they drive off into a nearby, 
upper middle-class neighborhood. 
'Is everything ok? You seem a little tense," asks Miguel 
'Everything is cool," lies Rogelio as the car nters the neighborhood. 
The neighborhood is asleep and there is never more than one car at a time 
driving through it. Trying s hard a he can, Rogelio can't keep track of wbere they 
are because the streets don't make sense. 
"Are we lost, dude?" asks Rogelio with a tone of humble curio ity. 
"No we're not 10 t, it's ju t that this neighborhood is like a labyrinth .. . Did 
you know that the middle-class citizens ofGainesville designed this neighborhood 
so that anybody from th poor neighborhoods who try to get in it would get lost?" 
claims Adolfo . 
"That" a load of bullsh 
bull hit. The THe was t rting 
"Dude. I know thi ' neig 
reason we can drive through ili 
an body in Gainesvi lle, they I 
them. 
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humor, but nobody laughs, so h 
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claim Adolfo. 
!w Luis," says Adolfo. "That's a load of bullshit," ays Miguel. But he didn't rea lly th ink it was 
Luis "I barely took one hit." bullsh it. The THC was starting to take hold. 
truggling to speak as he inhales the 'Dude, J know th is neighborhood like the back of my hand, that's the only 
,lie 
the smoke slowly, he just watches it 
ecipher a hidden message. 
b '5 dock right?" ays RogeJio after 
arted. I just had to leave it to come 
," says Adolfo with a tone that Ro­
-J" and head to the gas station . 
except for Rogelio . 
Adolfo, scanning the area as he 
places the bag under the front seat. 
officer inside the patrol stare hard 
to get anxious, he tries not to 
makes rum look even more suspi­
ju t looks at rum piercingly in 
Right at the moment of Rogelio's 
, and they dri ve off into a nearby, 
"a k Miguel 
car enters the neighborhood. 
more than one car at a time 
. can't keep track ofwhere they 
. tone of humble curiosity. 
.n" ,rnn" ll is like a Labyrinth ...Did 
ille designed this neighborhood 
try to get in it, would get lost?" 
rcason we can drive through this and get out in less than 20 minutes, but just a k 
anybody in Gainesville, they' ll te ll y u ... everybody knows it." Adolfo assures 
them. 
Adolfo does seem to know where he is, and where they are going. 
"Well , if a car is a reflection of the per onality, the people in this neigh­
borhood are white as hell." says Miguel, trying to lighten up the mood with orne 
humor, but nobody laughs, so he ju t shuts-up. 
"Let's play some music," propo e. Luis. 
"I got j ust the th ing," says Adolfo. "This is an Irish punk band. You crazy 
kids are going to love it." 
"You better get ready to die! You better get ready to die ! TONIGHT we 
fi ght, and tonight WE MAKE A SACRIFICE!!! '" blast the lyrics of the fast tac­
cat song. 
They fina lly get to Adolfo's house around 9:30, people are already wait­
ing for them; mostly American and European punks are at the scene. They look 
rough, and they have pit bulls: two mas ive beasts fed with teroid and meat with 
Tabasc sauce' and though the dog ha e been trained for illegal fights, they look 
super-cool calm and collected. 
"Where is the rest of that weed," asks Lui s 
'J gave it to Rogelio," ays Adolfo 
"1 got it: says Rogelio as he looks for it under the front seat. but this time 
he notice something there that he hadn ' t noticed before. There is a th ick red book 
with a white cross in the middle titled The Red Bible. Rogelio grabs it quickly 
wh n people are getting out of the car. He noti ces that the book isn' t a Bible or a 
r IigioLi s book for that matter. The book contain a couple of biblical ver e here 
and there, though it also ha verses from everal other philosophies and trad ition, 
but what really catches Rogelio's eye is that the book ha a map ofGainesville with 




'That's interesting," whispers Rogelio, as he skips through pages filled 
with images of symbols and rituals. 
"Here it is," says Rogel io as he gives the bag of weed to Adolfo. 
"Thanks, bro ... now you have a very important responsibility, do you think 
you can carry these two bags down to the dock for me?" asks Adolfo 
"Sure" says RogeLio. 
In the bags are two plastic bottles of cheap vodka, one bottle of orange 
juice, a small red lighter, pack of menthol cigarettes, a porno magazine, one bag 
ofDoritos, one bag of regular potato bips . 
"What's with the porno? ' asks Rogelio 
"Ob! That's mine," says Adolfo "1 mean, it's for my brother; he is in pris­
on. He called collect the other day saying that he's going in ane; he told me that 
he's starting to forget wbat women look like and he's only be n th re fo r a year. 
One of the guy at th is party has connections with the prison system, and be is go­
ing to help me sneak it in. Besides, it's only seven dollars to buy a magazine, and if 
it can help bring a Iittle bit of happine s to my brother while he is in that shithole, 
it's worth it. You know?" 
"How many years is he doing?" a ks Rogelio 
"Massive traffic of cocaine, so he 's looking at no les than thirty· and 1'm 
thinking: man! Anyone who doesn' t go insane in such a mad world ... must be 
crazy!" says Adolfo. 
"I mean, yeah. Humans are j ust a bunch of horny monkeys, but they want 
us to be robots! " 
The whole crew gets out and head downhill towards the dock while they 
talk. The dogs get restless and start barking halfway down, right before the woods 
begin. It's too dark to see what's happening. When Rogelio looks down towards 
the lake be notices that a fire has already been started . .. 
"What the fuck!! Miguel yells in horror and takes off nmning in one 
direction. The fire is really a burning cross, the symbol of a KKK warning. One 
of the pit bulls goes after Miguel. Rogelio hears a gunshot. RogeJio can't believe 
what's happening, so he drops the bags and starts running uphill faster than he 
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, Aaaahbhhh !" Rogelio gives a short, I ud, high-pitched shriek of horror 
and he sounds like a hapless little primate, his eyes bloodshol. h.i mouth dry like 
de ert dust, his armpits soaked in sweat. 
Rogelio fi nally get to the top of the hill; he jump over thi k bushe with­
out thinking about it. Had he the time to lhink about it, be know he c uldn 't have 
jumped such a long distance. But it j u t happens: his leg do it effortlessly for 
him. For the first time in his life Rogelio sees the real wonders of adrenaline at 
work. One more gunshot and Roge li o picks up the pace of his race. Violent clank­
ing of chains against the pavement thunder behind hun; Rogelio turns his head to 
see what it is. One of lhe pit-bulls charges at Rogeli at full speed from behind. 
The beast clings on to RogeJio's ankle wi th 200 pounds ofbone crushing mandible 
pressure. Rogelio falls on his ass like a j udo wrestl er. The dog's furious growl 
sound like demonic legions. 
"Dear God! Fatber of the un iverse, if there i any merc left in you, save 
me from those who seek to destroy me!!" Rogelio pray in angui h as his atheistic 
courage abandon him; his stomach gives up and he pukes. 
Rogelio sees Luis walking slowly towards him, with a rifle in his anns. 
"Sorry, Colombian. but I have a family to look after," says Luis as be 
shoots Rog lio with a tranquilizer on the leg. Everything becomes blurry 
" . .. it ' eems to me tbat n wadays, everyone is dying to stay alive ..." ay 
a random voice in the darkne , then the world shuts down . Soft nothi ngne takes 
it all away.. . sweet, tender, compassionate darkness. 
The dream is over. All that's left is life . .. 
When Rogelio wakes up, it's three fi fteen in the moming. and he finds 
himself on the floor of what looks like an abandoned house. The light i dim - \­
most amber - the floor i raw concrete. The paint on the walls is peeling ofl, the 
light. blink occasional! ,and a wet smell impregnate everything. Decomposition 
i ' evident by the innumerable clinger plants that penetrate th walls of the old 
struchlre - creeping in nd out ofevery orifice" a testament that nahlT had patiently 
made its claim of property throughout the many years . On the walls everywhere 




Norse god that Rogelio is not fami liar with, along with pictures offamolls azis 
and of Confederate war heroes. A very unhappy brawny white guy stands in fron t 
ofRogejjo witb an electric razor in one hand and Th Red Bible in the other; it 's 
the police officer whom Rogelio noticed earlier at the gas station. The officer 
w 'Iks from one side to the other like a caged tiger waiting to be unleashed. 
"1 Jjke the jacket,' says the officer, th n he waits for a few seconds, as if 
gathering strength then yells: 
"We are the sons of God! !! And the purity of our race is our heritage!!!" 
The white people in the room fo llow with an "AMEN!" 
"We are mighty warriors of the light of God, we are genetic perfection. We 
must get rid of you. Because YOU! - on the other hand- are a mistake. A mistake 
that our first father made in the valleys of Gog and Magog by laying with those 
deceptive whores of your mothers. We must correct the mistake of our fathers. 
Your race comes from the children ofLucifer. When th Cainites and the Liliaths 
walked the lands of betrayal, Gods and Demon tangled with lowly humans, and 
now your race of gypsies must be sacrificed in atonement. And guess what! You 
are going to help us." 
The officer then look ' for a specific place in The Red Bible, once he finds 
it he looks around at his friends solemnly and reads from it: 
"When in another's lair. show him respect or else do not go there. If a 
guest in your lair annoys you, treat him cruelly and without mercy. Do not take 
that which does not belong to you unle it i a burden to the other person and he 
cries out to be relieved. Acknowledge the power of magic if you have employed 
it succe fully to obtain your desires. Ifyou deny the power of magic after having 
called upon it with success, you will lose all you have obtained. Do not compla in 
about anything to which you need not subject yourself. When walking in open ter­
ritory, bother no one. If someone bothers YOll, ask him to stop. Ifhe does not stop 
destroy him." 
The officer then loses the book. A blond, pale girl with straight hair, no 
eye-white, and wearing a cowl. approaches the officer, bows profoundly, and ex­
tends both of her arms. The officer places The Red Bible in the girl's hands, and the 
girl retreats. The girl looks like she's in her late teens. Rogelio looks again because 
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the girl 's eyes seem compl tely bla k, a if ·he had coal in tead of eyes. 
I must be hallucinating - Thinks Rogelio as he feels more horrified than he 
has ever been in his life. 
"You! Disrespect us!" continues the officer, "you mock our Caucasian tra­
ditions with your Mohawk., you talk about liberalism and tolerance, you talk about 
anarchy and neD-primitivism, but you don't have a goddamn clue about the destiny 
of the human race. You come into th i country, but you don ' I: comply with the 
rules, you want to change our culture, you want to pollute the puri ty of our perfect 
ystem wi th your decadent ideologies, you talk of overthrowing our system and f 
revolution. Well ! You are right about revoluti n. It is time fo r the white man to 
rise and take by force what is his. We' re tired of your lawles ness ." 
SeveLl other guys in the room cheer and applaud. ·'Fuck eah!!! Preach it 
li ke it is," says one. 
• Can somebody please ju t te ll me what the hell is going on? • Rogel i 
a. ks obbing and trembling with fe r. 
"Well. I t's just say that we ar working on a littl social cleansing from 
the paras ites ofour society. You know . . . the Jews. the Black, the immigrants, the 
queers, the communi. t , the chi ld molesters, the AID patients. They all got to 
go," say the officer. 
Rogelio look around the room fo r Adolfo and Luis 
"Why are you guys doing this to me?" a ks Rogelio. 
"You put us all at ri k, Rogelio. The Hispani community is concerned 
because you are call ing too much attention to us all. To the e people, you are Co­
lombia," . ay Lui . 
"Where is Miguel?" ask Rogelio 
"Oh! He didn 't make it, man," says Adolfo shakin a bowed head 
·'Why not?!" asks Rogelio 
He used too much force, it backfired on him. Physics, you know," replies 
, dolfo 
"} don't understand, y u guy are not even white," ays Rogelio. 
"We ha an agr ement with tbe white supremacist : we lay low, and they 
don 't bother us. But you talk openly about people raisi.ng up and claiming our 
I 
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rights and I admire you for it, it takes courage, but we have to be realistic, it's not 
oUI place to demand anything. You go too far,' says Adolfo 
"Tell me," says the officer, "why are you an anarchist? Why not be a fas­
ci t, or a communist even ...why be an anarchist?" 
"Because everything works in the theory, but the practice is ruled by in­
numerable and unpredictable factors. Becau e the best strategy is the one that hap­
pens organically," says Rogetio 
"Shut your stupid mouth hippie boy! Every dog needs a bone to pro­
tect! ... ' Foam starts forming around the officer's lips as h yells, ''You have to 
understand that this system is humans' only chance for survival on th is p lanet." 
The officer then sit on Rogelio and starts to shave his head completely while the 
other guys hold him down. 
Rogebo finds himself on the verge of desperate loneline s, desperate ex­
haustion ... people packed light in the darkness with their hands on their mouths 
look at him with curiosity; people who knew the world could not exist without 
them, but who are ghosts right now. He laid there watching the arrangements of 
things shake and shake and shake and shake ...to th rhythm of the razor, his fa­
ther's advjce ringing through his head over and over: You should be old enough 
to know it, but I'll say it anyways. Be careful, don't be having sex, don't get too 
drunk, and don't do any drugs. Pay attention to the places and the people you hang 
out with ... 
They blindfold Rogelio and lead him at gunpoint to another roOUl' it takes 
them ten minutes to get there. Rogelio hears people tailing. The officer takes the 
blindfold off, and Rogelio's eyes hurt. When hi vi ion finally adjust, he notices 
six guy who watch high speed police cars chasing a 1976 black Firebird Trans­
Am on a large screen. They don't even mind Rogelio. One of the pit-bulls is there 
tied to an iron hook in the wall. The chase is filmed with the camera of a police 
helicopter, and it's coming to an end because the fugitive's car is running out of 
gas. Rogelio is tied to a chair and forced to watch. Hot breath whispers in Rogelio's 
ear and the hairs on his neck rise stiffly: 
"What do you want? You want me to free you? To spare you? What do you 
want boy? Sometimes getting saved means getting lost you know," ay ' the officer. 
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"I'd rather be lost in tru th than saved in lies," says Rogelio. 
'I don't care what ou'd rather b . You wi ll be our soldier, and if you don't 
like it I wi ll come after you and your family. This is bigger than u . You will not 
tell anybody about this because everyone that matters are the leaders of this white 
supremacist alliance, and no one e lse will want to beli ve you because they are a 
fri htened as you elf. rf you find that you need to contact us just orne to this 
basem nt in this abandoned church and say the word ' ziggurat,' someone will hen 
blindii Id ou and walk u t this room. Is that understood?" 
Roge li doesn't answer, j ust cries a lot. 
The officer points toward the screen ith his handgun, "That guy in the 
Firebird bei ng chased is an applicant. He wants a govcrnment job, he think he's 
IA high-rank material. The applicant gets an as ignment uch as a bank robbery, 
a terr ri t a tack, an evid nce-Ies ' a a sination, a high peed police chase, or any 
combination of high ri k illegal activitie . If the applicant fails, no one will know 
that it was just an entrance test; h j ust di s as a riminal. This particular applicant 
is a 27-ycar-old African American. He bas been on the run for four days and is 
now in EI Paso. Hi entran e exam was to transport a truckload full f cry tal metb 
across the border to Mexico . It takes some ski ll you knOw." The canlera from the 
police helicopter fli es close to the action and zooms in to follow the details for the 
broth rhood. 
On the 1arge screen, using the beat up Trans-am as a shield, the applicant 
opens the passcnger door which is next to the sidewalk, and slowl get out of the 
car holding an A-K 47. The applicant i drenched in weat and piss. His nervous 
ystem is p eked with higb pllrity methamphetamines. One of the offi cers pointing 
a gun al th app licant whisp rs: "Don'l .. . don't... don't motherfucker... don' t.. . 
lon' t do it kid". In one quick motion the appucant turns towards the cops and 
pres es the trigger ... Not a chance. U.S. Marshals rain Bullets on him. The ap­
plicant hits the groulld whi le there are bul let still coming at him. He 's not dead 
yet. His last tr mbling word s und a if a high-pitched baby goat wa whi pering 
ftly " fuuulIck . . .. fuuuuuck -ckk -ck," until iron-rich blood constricts his thr at 
and nostrils. The appl icant has a seizure, and then fina lly falls a Ie p .. . forever. 
The motionless body lies there in a pool of dark blood. Loud cheers and applause 
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are let out in the room with comments such as 'Darrm nigger boy!!!" and "You 
should've given him crack instead of metb!!! ' The men watching the screen burst 
out in laughter. 
"Don't you get it? You should be proud of this. Different chapters of the 
Broth rhood of the Red Bible have tra ined the most prorrilnent dictators and ter­
rorists of the world: Bin Laden, Noriega, Pinochet, Hussein ... you name th m they 
were trained at the school of the Americas in Fort Benn ing, Georgia or a CIA­
related training camp. This kid had real promise; we wanted to put him in charge of 
an am1ed rrillitia in the Congo that is soon going to contro l the continent ofAfrica. 
A you can ee, however, he didn't quite make tbe cut." 
A phone rings and the officer punche the speaker-phone button. "Sir, the 
applicant is down," says the voice on the ph ne. 
I know he' down, I'm right in front of the TV" 
"Of course ir," says the voice on the phone. 
"Dispose of him, says the officer. 
'Yes, sir, • says the voice on the phone. 
"And what a fucking mes , you guys don't think you could have been 
liule more sloppy, right?" whispers the officer then breaks the connection. He sits 
in hi fnlstration, staring at Rogelio. 
"You know we own you. You ' re an applicant now," says the officer then 
he gets up and everyone leaves the room. One of the guys unties Rogelio. The of­
ficer is the last to leave and he untie the pit-bull from the wall and leaves Rogelio 
and the pit-bull alone in the darkness. 
"S it down, and don't fucking move! " says the officer a h walks out the 
door. 
Rogelio hears the door locking behind him. 
Rogelio stares at the dog for a few seconds, the dog stares back. Rogelio 
can feel his heart thumping hard against his ternum; he can feel hi bead pulsing 
with pure panjc. Rogelio starts trembl ing and he slowly strut sitting down, one 
inch at a time, but he doesn't take bis eyes off the dog. The dog doesn't move. 
just stares cautiously with his head raised and bis shiny eye. Rogelio finally sits 
down and slowly starts making a ball ofhimselflike a fetus . It takes him two long 
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minut s to go from standing to fetl! . The dog doesn't flinch. The d g slowly starts 
making hi way towards Rogelio. Rog lio trembles and trembles and he cries 
but h i running Oll t of breath because he' trying not to make any noise. Then he 
takes a couple of loud deep gasps or air. The dog still doesn' t fl inch but _imply 
smells him obsess ively with his w t nose. The dog starts licking Roge lio ' anm 
and head and this lasts for a few more minutes. 
The light comes on. 
"This hit is crazy. It still fucks with me every time," says Luis as he helps 
Rogelio to his feet. Rogelio says nothing. 
The dogjust lies down in a c mer of th room. 
Luis blindfolds Rogelio again and help him limp his way to the car. But 
he Imows he's being watched; watched by everyon , by no one, by the building, by 
the wal l , by the whole world. 
When they get to the car, Adolfo i itting there waiting for them. Luis sits 
with RogeUo in tbe back and takes the blindfold off. allowing Rogelio to see the 
suburban church located in a fami liar part of town. Adolfo dri e off. 
"Why do we have to do th i ? We don't have to do thi . We can beat them, 
\Ve have people we have guns we can fight," says Rogeli 
"You mean your little anarchist group? Get real man. Ya ' II are just the next 
harvest of applicants for the CIA. They know everyth ing you do. You're in for a 
~urpri e:' 'ays Luis. 
Rogel io think about it for a moment, and then he says: 
I fuck ing hate ou. I hate all of you." Then he repeats tbat he hates them 
acouple of more times. as if b saying it over and over he's going t make it truer. 
"1 know," says Luis, "I know." 
Th truth is that Rogel io doesn't hate them th t much: actually he just 
fc them. He fears them because he needs them, and because he can't trust them . 
The sun rise at 6:43 AM. And Rogclio want." to think that every day is a 
.ccond chance. but he knows it's not true, not for him, becau e he's just an appli­





When the Rain Comes 
Rebecca Wilson 
As I drive down the long, two lane highway with nothing but a big empty 
ky tretched above and land surrounding me, I th ink very hard of how I should 
act, of what I should say when I see h r. 
I haven't seen m sister-known affectionately as "Jem"-since Christ­
mas. Now as the temperature becomes hotter and the days roll their day light hours 
thin like a rolling pin, I re Jize that it has been five months since I ve seen h r or 
for that matter even talked to her. I fee l a pang ofguilt, and Jfi nd my elf clenching 
the steering wheeL The chatter on the radio isn't helping to ease my mind, and T 
punch the button to silence, exhaling a gust of frustration . Now all I can hear is 
the hum ofthe tires as they speed across the sun-baked pavement, taldng me closer 
and closer to home--back to old Wiley, Oklahoma. 
I take a sip of my lukewarm Coca-Cola and think about lem. I'm five 
year older than he, and growing up together in that little house by the church, 
in a town placed in the middle of nowhere had been painfully boring. Tcould re­
member the time I thought I would go explore the wheat fields, only to get lost and 
stir the entire town to search for me in a frenzy. Jem had convinced Dad to look in 
the fields, and sure enough there J was-a ten year old boy tarved and dirty from 
wandering around for hours. I had taken all the spankings throughout our child­
hood, because Jem was always good. [don ' t ver remember her getting yelled at 
or grounded as I had so often been. Maybe it was becau e he wa "daddy's little 
Jem" and I was the awkward boy who didn't quite fit into the mold of a pa tor ' 
son. I went through phase ofwanting to wear chains on my jeans. I was never al­
lowed to, just like Jem was never a llowed to go on dates or wear excessive makeup 
or leave the house in a tank top. But I had never heard her complain not once. 
Mom called me earlier this morning. I was about to head to work and was 
knotting my ti e when my cell phone buzzed. 
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"Andrew'?" Mom's voice sounded clogged with tears and instantly I felt 
the hair ri se on the back of my neck. 
"What is it, mom? Everything a ll right?" 
"No ... no, I need you t come home." 
I waited, hearing her sniff! s on the other line. My mind had been wiped 
clean f everything in that moment a I tried to muster an an wer for h r behavior. 
My fi rst thought wa that something had happened to Dad. 
"Is it Dad? ' 
"It's J mma . . . " 
She talked as if! didn't know my own sister 's name and that frightened 
me. 
"Your sister'S pregnant." 
No, that cannot be tnJe, my thoughts rallied . Jemma never ev n went on 
dates. When would she have the opportunity to get pregnant? None of the town 
b y appealed t her. I suddenly felt a burst of anger and I wanted to kill which­
ever on it was. 
"Pregnant?" 
"Just come home, a oon a you can." 
So my baby ister is pregnant and I am supposed to take a week off work 
to drive home to support the famil . Tills might happen to other girls, but not Jem. 
A her big brother, J feel like I should be the one to swoop into town with 
a paper owe I and wipe up what she' spilled. Then ev rything wi ll be all right. 
and Ii e will return to normal and we c n forget about this. But I know that this is 
Imp ss ible. and I an feel my heart breaking ap rt. 
I'm ti ll numb from the shock as I turn my truck on the higbway that will 
lead me to Wiley. The drive from Oklahoma ity has been long, and I till don' t 
know what I' m 'upposed to say to ber. 
My.si ter is seventeen- just fi nished her junior year at high school, and I 
knew she ha dreams to get out ofWiley, just like J had years ago. She has always 
told me that she wants to go to coIl ge out of state and play softball. Like me. she 
says that he wants to see new places and experience th ings most kid bred and 
born in Wiley never get t have. Jem i that girl who will break away and become 
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something great-I just know it. 
I hold onto that fading dream as I coast into Wiley. 
The fir t thing I see is the Gamer 's sprawling dairy fann, and the sea of 
wheat. As I get closer, 1 can spot the white water t wer poking up like a hitch­
hiker 's thumb and then I can make out a painted wildcat face and "Wiley" on its 
front. Old ilos stand scattered throughout the land some crumbling, others still 
in use. The town limits actually begin when I reach the only gas station which 
adjoins Dave's Pizzeria. We would always go there after ball games for celebra­
tion dinners . As I drive down main street, the grocery store pops into view as well 
a the good old post office. and then right after that there 's Jodie's Beauty Parlor 
where the old ladies gather and chat, and Todd 's Auto Shop where all the ld men 
sit around in rockers with greasy hands and coveralls. There 's only one treet light, 
and it ' so slow that most people usually pay it no heed anyways. The police sta­
tion is down on the corner, adjacent to the old court bouse, close enough to keep 
an eye on The Crescent Moon Bar. To this day I've titl never been in that bar 
because I knew my Dad would find out if Tdid.. I still fantasize over what it looks 
like on the inside. 
J tum at the traffic light, waving to the people walking along the sidewalk. 
They aU recognize my truck and I can feel their eyes on me as I final ly reach 
home. I know word gets arowld fast in a small town, and I know that Jem is all 
anyone is talking about today. 
The one story red brick hou e look exactly how J left it at Christmas. The 
gra s in the front yard is brown from the continuing drought. The black shutters 
frame the windows and Mom and Dad 's rocking chairs still stand on the porch. 
The front door needs a coat of paint 
I step out of the truck, stretching my legs slowly, removing my sunglasses 
and dropping them on the front seat before 1 shut the door. Slowly, I make the 
ascent to the porch, listening to the wind chimes sing in the slight breeze and the 
neighbor 's dog bark. 
Mom sees me from the window and meet me at the door with her che. mut 
hai r wound back in a loose bun and her apron around her waist. She hugs me, and 
I'm glad to see no tear stains or added wrinkles on her face. 
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"Where' Dad?" I ask as she closes the door behind us. 
"At the church," Mom whispers. 'He hasn't b en home since he found 
out. ' 
I nod, fee ling like a stranger in myoid house. The living room i dark and 
ominous, and I find myself moving qu ick ly towards the lighted kit hen, where I 
can smell a pot roast simmering for di nn r. Mom follows me like a shadow. 
"Jem?" 
"In her room," Mom rcplies taking her pot back at the counter dicing 
onions. The pungent smell reaches mc and stings my eyes. 
The phone rings, and Mom ighs and answers it. I can only imagine how 
many call she has received today. 
rsneak to the hallway, carpeting groaning beneath my feet as I reach Jem's 
hedroom door. I knock softly, but she doesn't answer. 
"Jem? It's me .. . Andrew." 
) can hear her slide off her bed and ru h to open the door. When Tsee her, 
she knock my word out orme as she fli es into my arms, cl inging to me as a bild 
who has been drowning in the deep nd of the pool. 
Her dark hair is sti ll long and wavy, and I wonder ifshe's grown taller, or 
if it 's just my imagi nation . I freeze when I can fee l her rounded stomach against 
me, Whal do I say? 
"You okay, Jem?' Stupid words, but it s the only thing that rolls offmy 
tongue. 
She pulls back and stares at me, and I can see the hopele sne reflec ted 
in their hazel depths . 
"Dad won ' t sp ak to me. He stonn d out of the bouse when !told them.' 
Hr voice is still sweet and innocent, and it makes my heart ache deeper. 
"Dad's going to need some time. H w are you feeli ng?" 
She wearing a big sweat hirt, one of myoid ones, despite the warm 
weather outside. I can 't see how big she is, although I had und ubtedly felt it a 
moment ago. 
'Till feeling fine . ot ick anymore." She shrugs a if she doesn ' t care 




She walks back to her bed and flop down on it. I enter her room and look 
at th new pictures she's posted on her light blue walls. Some of her girl friends, 
most of the Hougb horses, a couple of the chi ldren she faithfully babysit . I see 
her softball and rodeo trophi s lined up against her shelves, gleaming in the sun­
light. 
"Mom called you." She doesn ' t ask; it 's a statement. 
r nod, easing myself onto the bed next to her. 
"You know, Jern,'- I say and clear my throat. "We all make mistakes." 
She's playing with a loose tring from an unraveled sleeve of the weat­
shirt. rknow what I'm saying i n ' t doing much for her. Sighing, I put my hand 
over her knee. 
''It'll be all right" 
Jem's expression supplie me with nothing. I don't know what sbe 's think­
ing, what she' feeling. The air around us feels heavy with her sadness, and a the 
preacher's daughter, I know she feels like she has failed. 1 recall when she had 
made her first B in middle school; what a terrible day that had been. She had cried 
and cried mumbling she would n ver get over it, throwing all her beloved stuffed 
animals from the bed and not ating dinner that night as self-punishment. I had 
thought she was melodramatic, but it wa her way of coping with her disappoint­
ment. The only thing I could do was give her a big hug and tell h r it was going 
to be okay- that there would be more classes ahead of her that she would excel in. 
"I'm gonna go see where Dad is okay?" 
Jem doesn't respond, and I leave her sitting on her bed wrapping the tring 
around her fingertips. 
Back in the kitchen, Mom is off the phone and is furiou ly buttering slices 
of bread. r come right up beside ber, anger spreading through me a a wildfire 
takes over a prairie. 
, Who was it?" 
Mom gives me an exhausted glance. 
, She won't tell us." 
"How could you not know?" 
The words bite into ber, and I instantly regret them. I see her swallow 
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and r luctantly go back to preparing the bread. She spreads the butter softl and 
51 wly like it has fe lings and she doesn't want to hurt it. 
"I've tried to ta lk to her about it, but she won' t open up. I e talked to Ji ll 
and Heidi but they ' re ju t as surprised as we are . They said they haven ' t seen Jem 
single out any of the boys at school." 
,·It's got to be one of them. Have you checked her cell phone?" 
, Yes." 
'How about a j umal or something? I mean, wh n did she do th is? Has 
she been S11 aking out at nigh t? You need to fi nd out who the father is!' 
"Andrew, please." Mom plead with me, her vo ice a fraction above a 
whi:.per. 
I t to relax my shoulders. A li ttle ten ion lea es, but I sti ll feel like 
punching some adolescent boy's face in. I quickly examine each of them in my 
mind. try ing to uncover the culprit of my sister's shame. There was Michael Web­
ster. the hot shot senior. He had ju t graduated. was the star on the ba eba ll team, 
and was ful l of himself. I'm sure he had al ready slept with several of the looser 
girls in town . Jem had never liked him, even after be tried to go after her in tenth 
grad\:. Then there was Adam Pickler. He was 6 ' 7, and 10 ked like toothpicks 
wound together. He could dunk, but that was the limit of hi talents. He was a 
year ounger than Jem. No, not possibl . What about Shane Roberts? I'm ure 
he was on crack, j ust like hi older broth r had been when we were in school to­
gether. Jem wouldn ' t go for some kid like that. Griffin Meltin was a nice boy, with 
pimple on his face and a huge gap between his two front teeth that he liked to spit 
through. He a well beyond obese. 
One by one, I eliminate each boy I can recall that went to Wiley Higb 
chool until I'm left wi th a h ndful of boys that I didn t know well enough to 
c\ aluate. My mjnd return to the kitchen, and I ob erve Mom while she continue 
to cook. 
"How far along i she?" I ask. 
"Four month ." 
"She hid it for that long?" 
Mom nod , wiping tear o ff her face with the back of her hand. 
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"Has she even been to the doctor?" 1 say a brief pray r 
"No." roast to Dad. 
We are intenupted as the gla s door slides open by the kitchen table and 
Dad walks in. He sees me, and even though I haven't done anything wrong I feel 
like I should hide. 
"Andrew," Dad says and gives me a short embrace. I can smell his Old 
Spice aftershave. 
"Dad. How are you?" 
"Been better." 
1 don't know what to say so J remain quiet. Mom keeps her attention on 
cooking, but we can both hear Dad 's heavy breathing. 
"How's Oklahoma City?" Dad inquire leaning one of his elbows on the 
counter. He's wearing a pale green button down with the leeves rolled up to his 
elbows nice black pants and loafers. I can see he's lost more hair, and the wrinkles 
arowld his eyes look deeper. 
"Work is good. 1 got my first column in the newspaper last week." I paste 
a fake smile on my lips . My recent uccess no longer seems to be that ·mportant. 
Dad looks pleased and I fee l relief for orne strange reason. 
"Is supper ready Dana?" He asks Mom. His voice is deep and polished. 
cultured over all the years of preaching, and reminds me of all the bedtime stories 
he used to tell me and Jern. 
"Yes, dear. Andrew, will you call your sister in, please?" 
I walk back down the hallway and inform Jero through the door that it' 
time to eat. Sbe emerges with wide eye, attempting to peer around the corner. 
"Dad here?" 
I nod. J want to tell her to be brave, but Jcan't muster any words. 
We wal k into the kitchen and help Mom set the table. Dad is quiet and 
aloof, taking his seat at the head of the table. Mom pours him some lemonade as 
Jem and 1 take our seats side-by-side. I watch as Dad opens his palm for Jem's 
hand, preparing to bless the meal. Jem slides her hand into his, and then grasp 
mine fiercely. 
"Andrew, bles the food." Dad says. 
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I say a brief prayer of thanks. After the "amen," Mom passes the bowl of 
roast to Dad. 
For five minutes, there' nothing but the sound of spoons scraping bowls 
lemonade crackling over ice cubes and Dad chewing. I glance at Mom, who's 
gingerly putting a square of potato in her mouth. She dabs her mouth with her 
napkin after every bite. I look at Dad. He's shoveling spoonfuls into his gullet and 
gulping his lemonade. From the comer ofmy eye, I watch Jem. She 's pu hing her 
food around her bowl but ha n' t taken a bite yet. 
"Eat your food , Jemma," Dad suddenly speaks, lookino at her. Jem keeps 
her eyes downward and continues to play with her food . 
"['m not hungry.' 
"Yo I' ve got a baby to feed . Your mother bas been cooking all afternoon 
for you." Dad drains the rest of his lemonade and Mom quickly pours h im a refill. 
Her face is pale, and I know she 's th inking about intervening. 
"I want you to eal," Dad continues. His tone is firm , but Tknow he s only 
concerned. 
"1 don 't feel like it." 
, Jem, would you like me to fix y u omething el- " Mom starts to say. 
Dad cuts her off: ' No Dana. I want her to eat what the rest of us are eat­
ing." 
I put my spoon down all hunger drained out of my stomach. I can hear 
elc Iricity tingling in the air around us. 
Jem speaks s lowly: "J don ' t want to have tills baby." 
1can feel the air squeeze out of my lungs as dread sets in. That is the worst 
,lrillg YOll can say right now, sis. J prepare myselffor Dad's tirade. 
"Tfyou 're not hungry, then y u can go to your room . But we're all going 
to the game afterwards," Dad talks, skipping over Jel11 ' comment as if it had never 
been said. 
1know that's how it's going to be. Dad is goiug to simply overlook most 
of the compl xity of the situation, I ' ve seen him as a pastor help other people 
handle crisis, but now it 's our family. He doesn ' t know what to do. 






fi ghting tear. I brave a glance at Dad and see that he's set his spoon down, head 
slightly bent as if he has been defeated . 
After dinner, Mom and Dad walk to the baseball field to see the high school 
game. I drive Jem in th truck only because she says she doesn't want to walk. 
Tbe evening is wa~ translucent and dry as I park my truck in the gravel 
parking lot. The field lights are already shining brigbt in the fi eld and J can hear 
the crack of bat hitting balL and the roar of the crowd as excitement bui lds. I 
glance at Jern. She's sitting in my passenger seat still wearing the sweatshirt, amlS 
cros ed protectively acros her middle. She's staring out the windshield, but 1can 
tell she's not looking at anything. Right now, I fee l as if Jam thou ands of mile 
away from ber. 
"1 remember last summer, we played in the champion hip game," h 
speaks softly and her voice brushes against my face like butterfly wings. 'We 
played Ocoche High, right there on the field. It was the best game] have ever 
pitched." 
I remember. 
The entire town had gathered around Wiley field, as did all the inhabitants 
of Ocoche. I can till see Jem, standing on the pitcher s mound, wearing her ma­
roon and white jersey, long ponytail swinging from the back of her cap, a ribbon 
in her hair. 
"It was the bottom of the ninth inning, and I was so tired, but there was no 
way I was gonna let coach take me out. " She smile , succumbing to her no talgia. 
She suddenly deepens her voice mimicking Roger Yarney's announcing of that 
game: "Runners on first and thjrd in scoring position, two outs, we're at the bott m 
of the ninth, folks. Our Wildcats ar holding out by one point over the Tigers, but 
it all depend on Jemma Rivers. Sbe looks tired. She's pitched the whole game. 
But by the looks of it, Coach Rawlings is going to let her finish it." 
"You won that game, Jem." I tell her. "Coach told me you are the be t 
pitcher he's seen in years." 
Jem tilts her face towards me. Her expres ion is jubilant one moment, and 
then collapses, ithdrawing any emotion. She doesn' t pitch anymore. 
"Let s go . Dad will start wondering where we're at." 
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We walk side by side to the bl achers , passing several pe pie camped out 
with coolers and fold out chairs. ['m bombarded by old fri nds and bu ybodies, 
all wanting to shake my hand, hug my neck or talk my r o IT. They say bello to 
Jem with icy courtesy, br w raised and voice off p itch . They acknowledge her 
but that is al l. 
'Why hell lemma. How are you?" 
"Hi, Mrs. Jones . I'm doing wonderful . How are your grand bi ldren?" 
Jem re pond. 
Mr . Jones only smil s and nods, di regarding the hanging que. tion. Ev­
ryone knows that Jern is her grandkid s favorite babys itter. 
1finaUy am able to tear away from the mob and join my parents, situated 
on th lowest bleacher by the opposing team's dugout. Sue Parks is next to Mom, 
~ rvent ly whi pering to h r. Dad is focu ed on the game. Jern and I sit behind 
them. 
People 1 ve known my entire life drift in and out happi ly chatting with 
me, nodding clirtl to Dad, their smiles noticeably shifting hen they ee Jem. I'm 
uncomfo rtable with it all . It's obviolls they all know about my ister. 
"Watch the ball, Dennis!" Jem calls to the batter, ignoring the way the 
neighbor are behaving. "You'r swinging before it g ls Lo ou! " 
A few of the boys tu rn to look at her. 
Kelly Stuckey walks b , her latest inn t propped up on her bony houlder. 
\Vhen sh catches sight of lem, he lets a genuine fri ndly smi le fan across her 
face . I ' 0 pity. no condescension. But she is holding her fifth baby. Jern returns 
lhl! smile, aski ng how Kelly is doing but her eyes are glued un ertainly to the 
!!lIrgling child. 
A couple girls from the high chool eagerly wave hello to me, then stare 
at Jcm, Lrying to see her belly. Jem greet them, and they quickly walk by in re­
.ronse. My hand curls into a fi t on my kne . Jem qui tly takes it in hers, smoot11­
m away my ten. ion. 
"Do you want anything?" I ask ber, indicating the conce si n stand. 
·'\Il&M's. please." 




Jem's favorit indulgence, a pack of sunflower seeds for me, and two Sprites, 1 
hear someone say my name in a conversation. 
"Poor Andrew. Having to come home to se his sister like thi . I always 
wondered if that girl had much sense." 
"I just wonder if we should have a pa tor who lets his daughter rill1 around 
and get pregnant. Who's going to want to li sten to hi preaching now?" 
Several people chuckle. 
"Who' the daddy is what I want to know ... " 
"We need to confront the pastor .. . " 
r don t wait for my change. I scoop everything in my anns and walk back 
to the bleachers, ears flaming and my eyes scorching holes in the ground. 
"Your ears are red. Something wrong?' Jem asks me. 
I hand her the candy and Sprite, ripping my sunflower seeds wide open. 
They spill out like a waterfa ll, drawing the attention of the pe pIe sitting around 
us. 
"Everything 's fine." I reply, but] don' t look at her because I know she ' ll 
see the truth. 
I'm ready to leave by the eighth inning. So is Jem. 
I manage to sneak us both out of there without gathering any more rude 
stares. As I drive the short di tance back to the house, I stew on the words lover· 
heard. Dad's job being ridiculed . . . my sister being the laugh ing tock of town ... ! 
wonder if time will be any nicer. 
I drive right on by the house. 
Jem whirls in the seat to look at me. 
"YOll just passed our house." 
'I know." 
Sbe waits, but I don't of'fi r her any other explanation. 
"Where are we going?" 
"You' ll ee." 
I turn at the street light and drive along Main Street passing the dimly lit 
stores. The Crescent Moon is the only source of life with it blinking neon sign in 
the window. 
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Moonlight spills across the wheat fie lds a we drive OLl t ofWiJey. The sky 
is da rk, and heat lightning dances through the clouds before us. 
"Looks like a . torms coming," I comment. 
"We haven ' t had rain in months. It' ll blow over, like always," Jem ays, 
ro lling down her window. 
When I turn onto a small road. she know where I'm taking her. 
The dirt road weaves in and ou t of wheat fi elds, past the e lk fanTI, leading 
us far away from town, from h uses, from people. It seems like we drive for a 
long time before we come to the last turn . Jem holds onto the door while my truck 
bounces in and out of deep ruts, stirring dirt into the air. We haven't been here in 
a very long time. 
rpark in the meadow, right next to the pond. 
Jem excitedly gets out of the truck a I kill the headlights. The old tree still 
stands with the rope swing. Even the old fi hing dock is there, although the pond 
has shrunk from the lack of rain . 
"Pusb me, Andrew!" 
Jem jumps onto the rope swing. She look like a kid again as J tug her 
back a ti w feet and let ber free. 
She gbdes out over the water, a siillOuette in the starlight, bare feet and 
toes spread hair treaming behind her like a banner. She laughs as she swings 
back to me. I give her another hearty push. 
I r member when Dad used to bring us here, years ago. Mom would pack 
apicnic and Jem and 1would wear our swim suits. While Dad fished or sat in a 
chai r and read tl e Bible, we would swim and swing and eat bologna sandwiches 
Il ith Cheeto puffs. Jem had one time named it "The Grand," and ever since then, 
that 's what we called it. 
Street, passing the dimly lit 
its bl inking neon sign in 
The Grand. 
It beld our best memories. 
Tsit in the tall grass, listening to Jem's g iggle and the crickets chirping. 
Thunder rumbles far away, but I know Jem 's right; it wi ll blow over, like usual. 
I can feel how thirsty the earth is when I lay down, Jem fluttering around 
like a bird a she rediscovers The Grand . Finally satisfied to find it just like. he 
l 
SHORT FICTION 
remembers, Jem falls into a nest of tangled grass next to me. 
'J baven t been here since we were kids," he breathes. 
"Do you remember the time me and you decided we were going to ride our 
bikes here because Mom and Dad were too busy to drive us?" The memory warrm 
my thoughts . "You packed your pink backpack full ofchips and cookies, and I put 
juice boxes in mine, and we got just about to the gas station when Dad came flying 
down the road looking for us ." 
"Ofcourse I remember. We tried that several times. It never worked." 
"Or the time me and you dipped our fingers in all the communion cup to 
see if any of them were actually wine?" 
Jem snorts through her nose. 
"That was your idea, Andy. Remember when we found that old knife in 
our cellar and we thought someone had been murdered in there?' 
Jchuckle and open my eyes. 
"I wa always getting you into mischief," I say. 
Jem grows quiet. I sift through other memories silently wondering how 
time had passed so quickly. 
I knot my finger behind my bead. staring up at the sky. Bars of dark 
clouds keep passing over the moon, concealing our light. As the old memories 
peel away from my skin, leaving me exposed and vulnerable, I wonder again what 
to say to her. Why did I bring her here? Surely I know. 
"Jem.. . " 
"Yes?" 
1 hesitate, tasting the question on my tongue. 
"You really don't want your baby?" 
She's quiet. I wish I could see her fac , but she 's bidden in the shadow ' 
of the grass. 
"I don ' t know," she fi nally answers. "1 stole a pregnancy test from Claire 
when I was babysitting Derrick a couple months ago. Jj ust couldn' t bring myself 
to buy one. I hid the truth from Mom and Dad becau e I knew what wou ld hap­
pen. I knew it would cru h them. I knew the town would talk about me- about 
our family. It will be easier to ... abort the baby." 
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1 clo e my t:ye . Light 
d r growls , louder this time. 
"I know I've fai led; ] 
tbem inside for too long. "1 d 
don't want to have to live each I 
larger and that people are goin 
wa n'l suppo ed to be this yay 
wanted to play college softbal l. 
"You can sti ll see and 
She' so caught up in h 
-1 don't know w at ma 
and change my decis ion." 
Her voice is haking' 
have been trapped for months. 
still. 
"} just don't want to h 
the onstant reminder of what J 
to reflect n Dad." 
I hear th wind rumma 
si ter down . 1f 1had been b r 
she wouldn 't be pregnant. 
days u ed to be. 
"Jemma. .... 
"I've made my decisio 
Before he can release 
We both sit up and sc~ 
the sky. 
Jem's tears blend with 
away the heavy swe t • hirt al l 
e. po ed to the ra in, gradually t 
For a long time she lands and I 
it Oll t. She kicks the lumpy S\~ 
!lext t me. 
she breathes. 
ecided we were going to ride our 
~ drive us?" The memory warms 
Iofchips and cookies, and J put 
station when Dad came flying 
times. It never worked." 
in all the communion cups to 
we found that old knife in 
silently, wondering how 
up at the kyo Bars of dark 
light. As the old memorie 
Ie, Jwonder again what 
s hidden in the shadows 
pregnancy test from Claire 
just couldn 't bring my 'elf 
I knew what would hap­
d talk about me- ab ut 
She's so caught up in her tra in of thought that she doesn't hear m 
"I don ' t know what made me do itl j was so stupid. Twish 1could go back 
and change my de ision." 
Her voice is 'haking and I know he has started to release the tears that 
ha 'e been trapped for months. My tense thought tell m to hug her but I remain 
still. 
'r just don 't want to have to walk down the street pu 'hing a troller, with 
the constant reminder ofwbat I've done right there in front of me. I don' t want it 
to reflect on Dad." 
1hear the wind rummaging through tbe leaves, and I know that I've let my 
i t r down. I 1 had been here [or her fa ith fu lly instead of leavi ng home maybe 
.he wouldn 't b pregnant. I can r member how boring those Wi ley high chool 
lIay ' used to be. 
th kyo 
"Jemlna ... " 
"I' e made my decisi n. I know what I want to do." 
Before he can release her answer, a burst o f thunder shakes the around. 
We both it up and scramble to our feet a huge raindrops tumble ut 0 
Jern's t ars blend WiUl the rain as he stands and watche it fa ll. be strips 
Jway the heavy sweat shirt at last and throws it on the ground . Her t-shirt is left 
exposed to the rain, gradually turning darker and darker, hugging her belly tightly. 
rora long time sh stands and cries so fiercely that even the thunder cannot drown 
it out. She kicks the lumpy sweat hirt around with her bare feet, stompi ng in the 
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I close my eyes. Lightning brightens the back of m eyelids. More thun­
der growl , louder this time. 
"I kn w l've fai led," Jem spills the words out like she has been holding 
them inside for too long. "1 don't want to get out of bed tomorrow morning. I 
don 't want to have to live each day knowing my stomach is going t get lar er and 
larger and that people ar going to treat me weird . My senior y ar of high school 
wasn' t supposed to be this way. Jwas planning on getting out ofhere, like you. T 
wanted to play college softball. I wanted to see New York City.' 
"You can still see and do those things, Jem." 
SHORT FICTION 
puddles, her footprints trampling down the long grass. Then her tears melt and she 
rai es her palm to the stonn, leaning back as ifshe is embracing a long lost friend. 
Her laughter is incomparable. Tcan see the droplets splash over her washing her 
clean . 
Years to come, when her baby boy i learning to walk, learning to play 
baseball, learning how to stand in an Oklahoma torm, Jem will remember this 
night. She'll remember the thunder and lightning. When the rain comes, he' ll 
rememb r how she changed her mind. 
"She' in th tree," i ~ 
for Meri late into th night. 
Great. Meri thought al 
ide of the tree. At lea t the b 
Jade lingered behind in fa l e rl] 
and uncle had been at war wit 
land, Nick had become the 11111 
sent to her father pleadIng . it 
Nick's kingdom. If her house 
ui n verc, K vin Sir Lancelo~ 
iog Morgan Le Fay. Even ben 
Arlhurian tale , Meri had id n 
mi understood. 
She could just imagin 
ing? Father and Uncle pllT me 
going (0 be (he death o/me. Th 
gave him trou I . Sometim s ~ 
their governe s, Janna, had e 
son ', and Lanna had a lway t 
others. ever understood wh 
that it was because sil had ne 
\0 ti l I the ro le. Meri's churlish 
Will the result of on I 1 knowin 
As her sister, brother. 
IIerwild behavior was all du 
'See there he i '," K 
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her tears melt and she 
!lIU.L Cl",LU~ a long lost friend. 
to walk learning to play 
Jem will remember this 
the rain come she'll 
"She's in the tree," N ick had yelled as he, Fra k, Kevin and Jade searched 
for Meri late into the night. 
Great. Meri thought as she accepted defeat and leaned awa from th in­
side of the tree. At least the boys sprin ted to the tree as if she needed rescuing, 
Jade lingered behind in fa lse modesty. Ever since 191 4, three years ago her father 
and uncle had been at war with the German .. Like most of th older sons in Eng­
land, ick had become Lhe man of the house. 0 matt r how many letters Meri 
sent to her fathe pleading with him to some how come home, he couldn ' t escape 
ick's kingdom, If her house was Camelot, Nick would ha e been Arthur Jade 
Guinevere, Kevin Sir Lancel t, Frank Merlin, and she would have be n the witch­
Ing Morgan Le Fay. Even before the war when her uncle Thoma read them the 
Arthurian tales, Meri had identlfied with Morgan. In Meri's mind, th y were both 
misunderstood , 
She could ju t imagine every thing ick would say. What were you think­
I/Ig ~ Father and Uncle put me in charge, so do what I say, or h r favorite You 're 
l!!Jillg to be the death ofme. That one always made her fe I horrible. Constantly she 
gav\! him trouble, Sometimes she didn' t mean to. By the time sh had come along, 
I cir governess, 1alma, had become lazy and de linquent with proper behavior les­
.on , and Ianna had alwa treated her difTerently than the others , Meri, nor the 
\)(hers, ever under tood why lanna over nurtured Meri. Meri cou ld only th orize 
that it was becau e he had never known her mother and that Janna felt obligated 
(0 fi ll the rol . Meri s churlish beha ior, he had once h ard lanna say to the others 
\\a the result of only knowing a govern ss for a mother. 
As her si ter brother. and cousins neared Meri thought Ialma wa wrong. 
Hmvtld behavior was all due to Jade's cruelty. 





b laring in her face. 
'Go away," she screamed at them. 
. Men get out of the tree," said Nick in his most direct tone. 
"Ju t go away" she whined, knowing well enough that they weren't going 
to leave her. 
•Meri!" Frank exclaimed, 'You're bleeding!" Her wound was not as bad 
a it looked. She had scraped her leg when she tripped on the gravel walkway lead· 
ing to the stables. 
"Come on get back to the hOllse," Nick said, "we need to treat your leg." 
"What happened Meri?" Kevin a ked. 
"1 fell." 
"No 1meant why djd you run out?" 
Meri looked up at Jade, a glare fla hing from her eyes. But trangely, it 
was not anger they saw under tear-swollen eyelids; it was the kind of glare a dying 
slave would give to his master. 
"All I did was make fun of the stupid poor," Jade said, You know the 
kind that don't do anything and are just dumb. She got upset and said I don't know 
what I'm talking about. Papa works to help lazy poor people, 01 do know. She's 
just crazy." 
"You don't know," Meri said. 
"Oh and you do'? You aren't poor. You just want a reason for us to feel bad 
for you. Stop being stupid and get back home. I'm tired, we're tired, and you 're 
being selfish." 
"Go then, leave me! I'll come back when 1 want to ." 
"Oh no," said Nick angrily, "last time you said that you tried to run away. 
And we don't have father and Uncle William to chase you around. So either you 
get out now and I' 11 carry you nice and ea y, or I'm dragging you out of that tree 
and tying your screaming ass to me." 
"I'd like to see you try" Meri sneered. 
Reaching into the tree, Nick grabbed hold of her, but she slung her fist 




"Meri ?" Kevin questione, 
ick carry you back. Frank and I 
"Look; Frank said cnlm 
what Jade said to make you upset. 
lImes. But you make her ad s 111 
"Be qu iet Frank!" Jade sl 
"Admit it," he aid. 
"1'm not the mean one," 
time, and Ianna does nothing abo 
"No, but y II get Lo talk f( 
for Meri 's sake. 
"Come on; Frank 'aid 
won't bother you." 
"I'm wa lking." 
"No you're nol "Nick sa 
you , now let' go." 
''No!'' 
"Meri," said Frank. ''yo 
uocsn't mean you've got to be i 
then rll do it." 
"No you're too we k," ! 
\\on't make it passed the hil l." 
lured at Jade and ick. 
"You can carry me," hQ 
Nick rolled his eyes a 
\feri was lighl for her age, bUL 
ti on. Frank made 'L all the way 
taken up the rear, watching Fn 
books. 
Mcri noticed h r looks. 
at th m so intently. or co rse. 
made no sense. 
her eyes. But strangely, it 
th kind of glare a dying 
Jade said, "You know the 
and said I don't know 
so Tdo know. Sh ' 
a reason for u to feel bad 
e're tired, and you ' re 
you tried to run away. 
around. So either you 
you out of fua tree 
but be s lung her fist 
leaving a dirt tain on his 
"Come on," Frank said to Meri in a pleading tone, 'I' ll make sure she 
won't bother ou." 
"I'm walking.' 
"No you' re 110t," Nick said. ' Y OLI ' II take forever to get there. I'm carrying 
you, n w Jet's go." 
"No!" 
"Meri," said Frank, "you know your leg burts. Ju ·t becau e Jade's here 
doesn't mean you've got to be in pain. Look, if you don't want Nick to carry you, 
then I' ll do it. " 
"No you're too weak," Nick grunted. letting the situation anger him, 'you 
won't make it passed the hill." Coming out of the tree, Meri leaned on Frank and 
~Iared at Jade and ick. 
, You can carry me, ' he said to Frank. 
Nick r lied his eyes as be fo llowed Frank wh held Meri in his arms. 
~cn as light for her age but was a strain for Frank. But, untrue t Nick's predic­
tlun. Frank made it all the way back to the h use with her in his arms. Jade had 
lakt:n p the rear watching frank hold Meri like she was a damsel in the C~mlelot 
books 
\II ri not i ed her look and glances and wondered wby she was looking 
It them intentI. Of course, then again, it was Jade, and to Meri her own ister 
mad\: n ense. 
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"Meri?" Kevin questioned, almost shocked. "What's wrong? Come on let 
~ick can)' you back. Frank and I can't take you all the way, it 's too far." 
'Look," Frank said calmly to h r trying to meet her eyes "1 don ' t know 
what Jade said to make yOll upset. She can't help but say those hurtful things some­
times . But you make her sad ometim s too." 
'Be quiet Frank!" Jade houted . 
'Admit it," he said. 
"I'm not the mean one," Jade tried to justify. "She gets her wa all the 
time, and lanna does nothing about it. I never get to have my way!" 
., 0, but you get to ta lk for a long time," Kevin added smiling just sl ightly 
for Meri 's sake. 
SHORT FICTION 
Meri was taken care ofand was sent to bed as they all were, but instead of 
sleeping in her own room she fo llowed Frank to hi . 
"Thanks," she said as she losed bis d or b hind her, ' for carrying me." 
"No problem," he said, but in fact it was the opposite. His anus ached and 
his back and houlders burned. Nick would not have had this problem, because h 
lifted weights everyday. But Frank was skinny for a twelve-year-old boy and was 
not allowed to touch his brother' weights. 
"Are you gonoa cry?" He asked her, as she was about to leave. 
"Huh?" 
"Are you gonna go back to your room and cry?' As he said this be laid 
down in hi bed, wrapping the covers around him. 
"Maybe." 
"Well I don ' t think you need to." She smiled a bit and walked around the 
bed and lipped under the covers next to him, turning off the lamp. 
"I won't now," she aid and kissed his cheek. She lay on her side facing [he 
wall and held the blankets close to her. Frank turned facing the opposite direct ion 
as well and rolled hjs eyes. 
As th night wore on, the two tossed and turned a dozen limes. Each lime 
Meri tried not to tear the picture under her shirt. When she saw that Frank wa trul) 
a leep, she took the picture out from her under hirt. 
Hwa a picture ofan old nurse maid with dark brown hair. Her biological 
mother was said to have blond hair like Jade ,and her father William was a red 
head as was hi brother. Her older brother Kevin had red hair and Frank did too. 
Nick's hair was blond. But why out of everyone in her family did Meri have dark 
hair? 
lanna had aid that the woman in the picture was j ust a passing nurse maid. 
never wanting to settle too long with the children. She usually stayed with childrel1 
till they were two years old. and in those fWo years she would nurture them so well 
that they grew to become incredibly intelligent human beings, lanna had once said 
to her. Men never remembered her, but lanna had said that she had been the nurse 
maid for their family once but she never said wbi h specific children the woman 
had nursed. 
Lucki ly stea ling her ~ 
of people in her blu box in 
features of the woman, Meri 
obvious than anything in the I 
h Id a rag that Meri had t I 
oftest rag amongst the olhe 
it. it had d irt and sud stains en 
rag, it had turned out to be a 
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Lucki ly, stealing her picture came easy to Meri . Iann, always kept pictures 
of people in her blue box in the top drawer of her dresser. Looking at the fac ial 
features of tbe woman, Meri saw how pensive she looked. But what was more 
obvious than anything in the picture were the plain clothe she wore. The woman 
held a rag that Meri had stolen from the linen closet a year ago. It had been the 
soft st rag among t the others, almost as if it were on e a blanket. When sh stole 
it, it had dirt and sud stains engulfing its delicate structur . Once Meri renewed the 
rag. it had tu rned out to be a pale yellow color, like wheat before it was harvested. 
Lying awake in Frank's bed she wondered where that woman was. Maybe 
he was a nurse serving on the front lines of France and Germany or she could 
~til1 be nursing children so that there could be intell igent soldiers and nurses on 
the battle fi eld. She must have forgotten the rag, or she might have ju t gi en it to 
one of the . ervants. Meri did not know, but was perfectly content ju t staring at the 
woman' picture, clutching the rag to her chest, and sucking on her thumb. 
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R d-brown tre ses curl and 
the damp, warm block of oa 
Her linen shift drifts around 
bare knees, kneeling on the b 
White heat flames burn bright across 
this land 
When all God's sheep lay down to die­
will anybody stand? 
- Three Verses by Jacob Hickman 
Tears mear the long" mooth 
A throng surrounds, shoutil 
curses and d elaring witch. 
Pretty Jan smiles from her p 
A al l sound and dark robes 
\> ilh incantation and benedi 
Her eye' search kyward and 
no reo pite can be found in Ihl 
Eye pinched closed and ami 
The blade glides smoothly in 
lipping through tendon and 
The age of Anne i ende . 
bright across 

lay down to die-

Red-brown tresses curl and caress 

the damp, wann block of oak. 

Her linen shift drifts around 

bare knees kneeling on the board . 

Tear smear the long smoothed wood. 

Athr ng surrounds. shouting 

curses and declaring witch . 

Pretty Jane miles from her perch. 

Acall sounds and dark robes close in 

with incantation and b nedicti n. 

Her eyes earch skyward and 

no rcspll can be found in the heavens . 

Eyes pin hed closed and arms flung wide. 
The blade glide smoothly in warm air, 
,lipping through tendon and bone. 
The age of Anne is ended. 
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backalley mazes cobblestones and waves of ripe cement 
smoking dumpsters with foggy vapors dripping­
sweatshitpi saodcookingoil: 
sometimes when you walk the city treets at night 
it becomes hard not to lose your way. 
came upon a figure 
old man li t up in grungy potlight 
tall and thin from age, eyes low with disillusion 

bony fingers coiled round an old trombone-­





csharp 00 the turnaround. 

walked by and be , topped the sound, 

asked if i was 10 t- whas i doin uptown di hour? 

laugbed and gave him some change­

told him th is i the only home i know. 

he smiled wide, dark yellow teeth glint dirty under streetlights. 
says he got three verses fuh me, 





you golta lotta time 'twe 
may e so, i said-
but when i look into thai 
you ee, some things neve 
and lbat' the w y it ' I 
t!ah, but nee tho e thing 
they ain't never seen agail 
o says the preacher man. 
o say the preacher man. 
got m~ wondrin 
when tht: world is on its lq 
\\ hite heat flam s burn brl 
when all god 's heep lay Q 
orne say the preacher can 
me say the preacher can 
lent 




you gotta lotta time 'tween now and that infi nity. 
maybe so, i said-
but when i look into that mirror, all i' rn . eein i 
you ee, orne things never change, i said­
and that 's the way it's always been. 
'cah, but once those things are gone, h says 
they ain 't n ver seen again . 
, 0 says the preacher man . 
. \l says the preacher man . 
got me wondrin 
\hen the world is on its knees 
white heal flames burn bright across this land 
the en my. 
II'h nall god 's sheep lay down to die- will anybody stand? 
'ornesay the preacher can. 
' \line say the preacher can. 
ights. 
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All . Love .isof One Law' 

Matthew Tillotson 
I will not lie: our love is not offate. 
No stars or worlds aligned in slim communion 
To honor us with love as noble great, 
A that of fancied past. Our lonely union 
Is grounded more in earth than born in air: 
Genetic greed and cultured need and chance 
Have linked our lives. We owe not heaven 's care, 
But all th greater gods of circumstance. 
Yet though a firmer truth I never knew, 
Its breath would naught but freeze your fairest face. 
For flowers frost against thi colder truth -­
I whisper sweeter noth ings in its place. 
All love is of one law, with none bove it: 
We cannot live tills lie except to love it. 
Avery dew and harking calls, 

An a hen bit br ugb t, 

The path have been chosen whe 

Everything ha been taught. 

Wi ds so in isible but can appe~ 

From darken kie ' and blended I 

All to which served their time he 

And yearn to take back what the 

Du k and Gypsy chime, 

I nd soon the night, 

Hopefully there wil l be lad pcr 

When I walk the Bridge to Lighl 

I \ as born neither in ti me nor r, 

To m Home has ung 

And I h II see the Architect's f~ 

For the bells on the Bridoe haVe! 
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very dew and harking calls, 

And a hcnbit brought, 

The paths have been eil sen when evening fa lls. 

Everything has been taught. 

Winds so invisi ble but can appear, 

From darken skies and blended wood, 

All to which served their time here, 

And yeam to take back what tbey could. 

Dusk and Gypsy chime. 

"nd soon the night 

Hopefully there will be glad periods of time, 

When I walk the Bridge to Light. 

Iwas bom nei ther in time nor space, 

ro me Home has sung, 

\nd 1 hall ee the Arch itect's face, 

lr the bells on the Bridge have rung. 
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A fus.ion 0 amazement and confu 
Something which i both problem 
Breaking Tradition 
. Garrett'Pruitt 
:0 get up now and either mo e it 
and ify u don ' t think it 's true the , 
I just wanted to write omething that wasn' t confined 
To a rhyme scheme, that isn 't the same thing, 
Like an internet meme, 
Something a little hip-hop-ish, 
Something I could di h out with no restraint, 
To paint a picture J don ' t normally portray, 
To say something I don ' t nonually say. 
In an even more spontaneous way. 
Today s the day, yeah, now time to play, 
Let cha hips sway this way and that, 
Move ya feet to the beat like on a DDR mat, 
And pay no mind to the who and the why, 
The people who tare and whine, 
To all of those who tand around, 
To everybody you absolutely and completely confound. 
Get lost in the music, get lost in the sound, 
Break free from the prison in which you were previously bound, 
I've fOWld this to be the only way, 
To lift reality'S anchor up, up and away, 
And soar through the dream world, 
Th metaphysical plane in wbich 
Not a single dang thing i ord inary or plain, 
Where it's okay to be completely insane. 
Where th re 's no reason to hold back or refrain 
Where the world is your to mold or to maim, 
A place where you can bend the frame like an illusion, 
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Afusion of amazement and confusion, 
Som thing which is both problem and solution, 
So get up n w and either move it or lose it, 





I remember witnessing 
A fonn more beautiful than 
Any I could write 
Like a villanelle that had 
Two profound line 
A sonnet that Shakespeare 
And Petrarch forgot 
To craft. 
A broad high arch of whitish or rosy light 
fine particles of dust 
suspended. 
I remember discovering 

A erenity in her eyes 

A zodiacal light. 

Cassini awe compares none. 

The long wavelength 

In isible to the eye 

a sensation of warmth on the skin. 

I remember her smile 





I was threadbare by 

The black rain of 

Yearning. 
A powerful impulse 
In a rhythmic way 
rei asing energy 
or simply taking 
delight 
in movement itseLf. 
J remember her accidentally 
Brushing my shoulder 
A ballet troupe dancing 
The Firebird. 





In a rhy thmic way 
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releasing energy 
or simply tak ing 
delight 
in movement itself. 
I remember her accidentally 
Bm hing my shoulder 
Aballet troupe dancing 
Th Firebird. 
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'We the people" 
won't walk yo walk 
won't take no talk 
from you . 
So hear them words 
we fough t and died fo' 
hoped and cried fo ' 






I. ! j 
J will ari e and take up the pear, 
Blow the iv 'ned horn for vengefu 
And s1 y the ruin ofye te ear. 
In the sylvan vale wher the win 
my spirit to that m on- ilvered d 
I \ ill arise and take up the p ar 
I will thaw the hoary frost of ear 
Thcn shatter the ice that rimes th ~ 
And slay the ruin of yesteryear. 
InlO the earth falls my flam ing te 
A roaring torch for another's stor! 
Jwill arise and take up the spear. 
Th bl d tide rise; the time dra' 
When I will limb the towering t 
nd lay the ruin ofye teryear. 
By watched, hidden roads I find 
and in thir. ting gulps l leam the I 
J \\ ill arise and take up the spear 
And slay the ruin of ye teryear. 
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Iwill an e and take up lh pear, 

B10\\ the iv ried horn for veng fu l war, 

And ~ Iay the ru in of yesteryear. 

In the sylvan vale where the wind teer 

my. pirit to that moon-silver d door; 

I will arise and take up the spea r. 

IlI'ill thaw the hoary frost of fear, 
nshatter tbe ice that rimes tbe core 
\nd .Ia the ruin of yesteryear. 
Into the earth fa lls my flaming tear, 

\ roaring t reh for another's store; 

Iwi ll aris and take up the spear. 

Inc blood tide rises; the time draws near, 
\\ en I will climb the towering tor 
nd lay til ruin of ye teryear. 
H~ watched. hidden roads I find the mere, 
dto thirsting gulp I learn the lore; 

I \I III arise and take up the spear, 

\nJ . lay the ruin or esteryear. 
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Katherine Called Me 
Jacob Hickman 
whi le i was sleeping in the forest, 
all alone, trung out and broken-




that made their home on bukow ki 's forgotten gra e. 
asked her what she wanted 

popped the cork to the bottle at my feet. 

"when you coming home?" she say 

- in a voice that threatens tears. 

an image fl ickers out the comer of my eye 
a loyal 9 iron, re ting 'gainst a tree 
caked and brown with rusted blood grains 
of sand peppered along its etchy blade. 
told her i still got 18 hole to go. 
she make a noise; chokes on her emotion 
"you 've been there fo r weeks .. . . 
ar you ever coming back?" 
, baby" i say, drooling with all the confidence aD inebriate can muster, 
" i gotta finish this." 
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and 
propping my feet up 
on the can of kero en placed 
brimming fume wai ting 
like an alter; pW1geut shrine 
sw at seeps out my skin- th e 
dance 'round: bath ing, buzzing, 
above my weath red beach chal 
the obstinance 1 
in this- h lies~ 
"kat , darling, my 
precious angel, 
'lome point along the tine, 
j·ve: forgotten what it means; 
o i won't be home ·til i remenl 
or 't il l 
and so 
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and 
propping my feet up 
on the can of kerosene placed before me, 
brimming fumes waiting 
like an alter; a pungent shrine 
Ileat se ps out my skin- those goats 

dance ' round: bathing, buzzing, black cloud hovering 

owski' forgotten grove. 
can mu ter, 
above my weathered beach chair, sitti ng in the sun 
the obstinance of a bitter artist, wafting in pretension 
in this-holiest oftra h bins: tabernacle to th poet's suffrage. 
"kate, darling, my 
precious angel, my sweet 
baby girl­
ome p int along the line, 
"' . forgotten what it means; what it fee ls to be in pain. 
,(l i\\On 't be home 'til i remember-
or ' til the e woods are burned to ash, 
and oot in charlie's name. 
5S 
You have always been a close friend 
Seeing me through my harder time 
And yet if J asked you 
You would know nothing about me. 
If I were to reach for you 
My fingers would meet cold glass. 
Recently I discovered that you 
Are not even what I thought you to be. 
Hearing your voice 
Wa like being struck by lightning 
On a cloudles day. 
Since then thing have been different. 
Where once you were the tight 
Drawing me to you 
Like fUes in the darkness 
Now you are like a depressing 
Dark cloud off!ies blacking out the sky 
Keeping the sunshine that i my 
Happiness away. So that 
Our friend hip-a delicate bloom­














Be who you are and say what you feel, 
because those who mind don't matter 
and those who matter don't mind. 








the nicest dog I ever had. 
01 ' boy down when the sun came up. 
JIMMY (THE DEAD MAN) 
MARCUS and TOMMY are standing over a p ile ofdirt with shov­
els: they are dirty, sweaty, and tired. JIMMY'S body is to the ide 
of the pile, covered up with a blanket. There are three bags filled 
with money ne.xt to JIMMY'S body. 
After a moment, lv/ARCUS stops digging and tosses his shovel to 
He steps away from the hole and picks up the whi. key 
bottle lying on the ground. He wipes his brow and takes a long 
drinkfrom the boltle, then 'ets it down and fishes a cigarette from 
MARCUS: When 1 was a kid, I had this big, yellow, Labrador retriever. Just about 
My daddy named him Coltrane, y'lroow ... after the fa­
mOllS sax player? Anyway, Coltrane ran off one night chasin some raccoon and 
got rum elfbit. My daddy said he was gonna get sick, so he went ahead and putth~ 
We et off diggin' a hole for Coltrane, didn' t 
realize the ground we were standin' on was layer after layer of sandstone. Took ill 
all goddamn day to finish that hole, Coltrane's body just bakin' out there in thesun 
TOMMY: (Between shovel:/itfl.1 
wa a good dog. 
MARCUS: (Pauses. Stares at 
But rwas gettin to the same POll1 
time to time, one finds thems Ive 
for a bunal. Sometimes. though, I 
moment- 0 to speak, and they J 
go about any j b, you see? YOll g 
fer nt .... uh .. . (Snap . hisjingers Q 
TOMMY: All tbe different varial 
MARCUS: Ye. Tonuny varia\) 
into ac.: ount. People think the m 
ied. But that simply ai n'l true. n 
be re sett in ' upon the earth ... w 
be diggin' through . Becau e, a 
you set out to bury a dog Ifl a fiel 
day. Not quite as bad a day as Jil 
nonetheless . 
T MMY: How do you know if 
M R US: Bel:au e bot him 1 
pndy's day. 
TOMMY: Did that teller have a 
lARCUS: (Takes a drink u(wA 
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TOMMY: (Between shovel-fitlls ofdirt.) I had a dog named Scooter, once. He 
was a good dog. 
MARCUS: (Pau es. Stares at TOMMY) Well that's a wonderfu l tory, Tommy. 
a pile ofdirf with shav­
'S body is to the side 
ar three bags filled 
tosses his shovel to 
picks up the whiskey 
and takes a long 
a cigarette/rom 
Labrador retriever. Just about 
y 'know ... after the fa­
chasin ' some raccoon and 
so he went ahead and put thl: 
, a h Ie for Coltrane, didn't 
layer of sandstone. Took us 
st bakin' out there In the sun. 
But Iwas getting to the same point my daddy taught me when Coltrane died. From 
time to time, one finds themselves in a situation where there is an immediate ne d 
for a burial. S metimes, though, people make the mistake, get too caught up in the 
moment-so to speak, and th y j ust set to diggin'. That j u. t ain' t the right way to 
go about any job, you see? You gorta make al\ sorts of considerations .. .. all the dif­
ferent. ... uh .. . (Snaps his finger.s· as iflooking/or the right word) all the different. ... 
TOMMY: All the different variables? 
~!ARCUS: Yes, Tommy variables. There's all sorts of variables you gotta take 
into account. People think the mo t important one is th size of what's being bur­
ied. But that simply ain ' t true . The most important variable, or aspect, to consider 
before ettin' upon the arth...well it'd have to be the kind of dirt you're gonna 
ediggin ' through. Because as 1 learned on that hot summer day in my youth, if 
\ Oll set out to bury a dog in a field of sand tone ... well. you're bound to ha ve a bad 
Jay. at quite a bad a day as Jimmy here, or our friend, the teller. But a bad day, 
nonetheless . 
TOM MY: How do you know if that te ll er had a bad day? 
\I \ReUS: Because J hot him in tbe th roat, Tommy. That's enough to ruin any­
boJy' day. 
TO\IMY: Did that teller have a shotgun, Marc? 
IARCL;S: (Takes a drink ofwhi key.) 0 Tommy. That teller had a .9mm Be­
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retta. Same kind the cop carry. Why you askin' anyway? 
TOMMY: I wa just wondering ... 
MARCUS: lf h 'd had a shotgun, there wouldn't be that clean li tt le hole in Jim· 
my's back ... there d be what they call a "scattering effect." 
TOMMY: A scattering efl'e t. 
MARCUS: Exact! . Instead, wha t we have is a single piece of lead that impl) 
found its way clean through Jimmy' back and out through his chest. That s what 
he was doin' there in the car ... he was trying to plug his lung closed ... but it wasa 
doomed effort to begin with, if you ask me. 
TOMMY: Is that why you hot tha t teller? Because he shot Jimmy in the back') 
MARC S: Yes, Tommy. That's exactly why I shot him. (Remembers his Ulllil 
cigarette, and takes his Lighter out. He lights his cigarette, and blows smoke into 
the air while he stands and stares at TOMMY'S efforts.) It's strange to th ink about 
sometimes ... once you dug that far down ... you've changed that plot of earth for· 
ever. I mean, you can refill it. . . but iliat hole' l! ti ll be there, in some shape or fom1. 
TOMMY: (Stops diggingfor a moment and takes a f ew deep breath , then wipe\ 
his dirty f ace.) 1'm hurtin' pretty bad, Marc. How much longer we got to go? 
MARCUS: Couple more feet. Then I' ll get you taken care of. Right now. 
though . . .I need you to be harp and focused. We gotta get this done. We aQUa get 
him in the ground ' fore he starts to smell . 
TOMMY: (Goes back to work.) I don't see why we can't just throw him in lb~ 
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luke . .. there s a dock not half a mil 
MARCUS: Because that ain ' t the 
fri end now wasn't he? 
TOMMY: I suppose he was. 
MARCUS: And we don't throw our 
TOMMY: I suppose not. 
MARCUS: You suppo e right, Tom! 
to go. (Pi ks the bottle lip from the 
need n six foot gra e. This is Geo 
(Ch uckles to himself) Well, that'd be 
my inc luded. 
(TO.o/flItfY continues to work in silenc 
lies to smoke and drink. TOMMY'S ( 
stops and stares offinto space.) 
1ARCUS: You okay, Tommy? 
TOM1vlY: Yeah, I'm ju l thinki n' . 11 

right before he .. . 

\1ARCUS: Before he died? 

TOl'vfMY: Yeah...h wa sayin' 0 1 

clean li ttle hole in Jim­
ce of lead that simply 
his chest. That's what 
Jimmy in the back. 
and blows smoke infO 
t s strange to think about 
thaI plot of earth for-
in some shape or fonn. 
breath , then wipes 
we got to go? 
care of. Right now. 
this done. We gotta get 
't ju t throw hi in the 
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lake ... there 's a dock not half a mile from here. 
MARCUS: Because that ain't the righ t thing to do, Tommy. Jimmy was our 
friend , now wasn 't he? 
TOMMY: I suppo e he wa . 
\IARCUS: And we don' t th row our fri nd in th lake now do we? 
TOMMY: 1 suppose not. 
.IARCUS: You suppose right, Tommy. Be ides, we only got a couple more feet 
to go. (Picks the bottle up from the ground and starts to drink again.) He don 't 
need no six foot grave. This is Georgia red-clay, boy a fi ur foot h Ie in that. .. 
IClllIckles to himself) Well, that'd be a fuckin mausoleum for most anybody. Jim­
my included. 
,TO.HMY continues to work in s flen e fo r a f ew moments, while MARCUS cOl7tin­
II~S 10 smoke and drink. TOMMY'S digging becomes lower and slowef;jznalfy he 
'IOPS and stares off into space.) 
I. CUS: You okay, Tommy? 
iO.IMY: Yeah J'mjust lh inkin' . I wa thinkin boutwhat Jimm sai . y'know .. . 
~ght before he ... 
1.\Reus: Befi re he died? 






MARCCS: Well I wouldn't know what the man said. In case you didn't notice. 01' Frank 0 wald? Got him elf. 
I was too busy getting the hell away from those cops to concern myself wi th Jim· 
my's last testaments. (Takes a drink.) But go ahead, enlighten me. TOMMY: Yeah, I think so. 
TOMMY: Nothin' that made a whole lotta sense. He wa just mumbling some 
weird tuff. Then his head dropped, and then his arm fell down from .. . y'know... 
MARCUS: Th t hoi in his hest? 
TOMMY: Yeah, that. 
MARCUS: Well, what did he say, Tommy? I mean it 's got you all worked up for 
some reason. 
TOMMY: He said, "Something smells like dog hit." 
MARCUS: (Chuckles to himself) "Somethin' smells like dog shit. " Poor bastatU 
That is pretty strange. but it's not all that uncommon. 
TOMMY: You mean right before y u die, you melJ dog shit? 
MARCUS: Well , it ain t always dog shit. Sometimes it 's bumin' hair ' sometim 
it's French fries. Point is, their enses are going haywire ... y ' know? Th if !len, 
are cuttin' in and out, like a frayed wire lyin' in some damn puddle. 
(MARCUS p icks up the other shovel and helps TOMMY dig as he reminisces,) 
MARCUS: J seen people do orne strange things ' fore they go . Strange thing~ 
deed. Smell things that ain't there see their mommas or daddies piss themselve 
it all depends on the circumstance, and who the person is , y'know? You r mcm~ 
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MARCU : I remember he was 
head to toe, man .. . it was every\l 
gonoa be okay and all that. COUf' 
y 1I do? 
TOMMY: Why did you lell him 
gonna die? 
\1ARCUS: I don ' t really know. r. 
kn w how you gotta lie to some n 
TOMMY: 1don 't think I ever dOnG 
'VI ReUS: You mean, you ne er t 
\\ ith her... that it was a ll you, and ~ 
TOMMY: No .. . 1 would never say 
ber that hooker down on Ponce and 
(Puuse.) But 1 could tel l he was l~ 
\t RCUS : Well that girl wa try in' 
TO f Y: She didn 't do a very gOO( 
\fARCUS: Hooker LI ually don't .. 
i. 	In ea e you didn 't notice, 
to concern myselfwilh J im­
nligbten me. 
He was just mumbling some 
l fell down from . . . y'know... 
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01 ' Frank 0 wald? Got himself shot a couple years ago at that warehou 'e job? 
TOMMY: Yeah, I think so. 
MARCUS: (rem mber he was lyin' there on the ground, covered up in blood ... 
head to toe, man . .. it was everywhere . I wa ittin ' next to him, lellin' him he 's 
gonna be okay and all that. Course it was bull hit, but you know .. .. what el e can 
got you all worked up for 
like dog shit." Poor bastard. 
it' bumin' hair; sometimes 
... y' know? Their nerves 
dig as he reminisces.) 
o. Strange things in­
e , pis tl emselvcs .. . 
y 'kn w? You remember 
you do? 
T MMY: Why did you te ll him he was gonna be okay, when you knew he wa 
gonna die? 
MAR US: I don t reaUy know. I guess becau'c I felt like I was supposed to . You 
know how you gotta lie to someone sometimes, so you don t hurt their feelings? 
TOMMY: I d n 't thi nk I ever done that. .. 
\1ARC S: You mean you never told some girl that there wasn't nothing wrong 
wi th her. .. that it was all you, and so forth? 
TO MY: o . .. rwould never say that to any girl, Marcus. (Pause.) I remem­
ber that hook r down on Ponce and 10th .•. she told me I was eute and everything. 
(Pause.) But I could tell sh wa lyin' . 
\I.\R US: Well that gir l was tryin ' to spare your feeli ngs Tommy. 
TO\IMY: She didn t do a very good job. 




Ever since J saw my granny go ... scares the hell ouUa me. (pau e.) I dunno ...1 
need a hit. 
MARCUS: You don't need a hit, Tommy... you need to think about what I said. 
Every time you put that shit up in your ann, you throw anoth r handful of dirt on 
top of your grave. 
TOMMY: But I'm hurtin ', Marc. I hurt all over. 
MARCUS : Pain ain' t necessari ly an evil thing, boy. Reminds you that you're 
a live. Besides, you know what happens to them poor souls who drop off from 
hot- hot, right? 
TOMMY: What? 
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TOMMY: Marcus, what do you thi 
MARCUS: (Irritated at TOMMY'.S 
reels like? 
TOMMY: Dyin '. 
MARCUS: You know, for omeone 
a lot about the subject. 
TO. fMY: I don't real ly know wi 
Jimmy just died and all. 
MARCUS: You don 't have to tal 
ONE-ACT PLAYS 
TOMMY: Sorry, Marc. 
MARCUS: It's okay, Tommy. (Pause.) But, back to 01' Frank Oswald. He was 
lyin ' there, covered in blood .. . sprawled out' ross the concrete like some broken 
goddanm marionette . . . and as I was sittin ' there with him ... he tarts ta lkin ' to me 
like I'm Santa Claus! He's askin' me what I'm gonna bring him for Christmas ... 
did I like the cookies he laid out for me last year. .. 
TOMMY: Santa Claus? 
MARCUS: Yes Tommy, Saint Nick hisself. My point is, when people are caught 
up in the throws- the whirlwind of death, if you wil l. .. their minds go to different 
place. Sometimes they re random ... such s Jimmy and his dog shit, or somelimci 
they ' re comforting memories. Like Frankie-boy think in' I was Santa Claus . 
TOMMY: J don' t Ji.ke to think about that kinda stuff Marcus. I'm scared ofdyin'. 
MARCUS: They slli t their pant . 
that how y u wanna I ave U11S eal 
those do tors and pretty nUl" e , hQ 
TOMMY: Nah, that ain't what I w 
MARCUS: You just what'! 
TOMMY: I just hurt so damn bad, 
I ARCUS: (Sighs deeply as he c 
geth r, boy ... and we'll get you fixe. 
(The two set back to ·working in sil 
daY :5 events.) 
is, when people are caught 
. l... their minds go to different 
and his dog shit or sometimes 
. '[ was Santa Claus. 
, Marcus. I'm scared of dyin' . 
me. (Pau e.) I dunno .. .1 
to think about what I said. 
another handful 0 dirt on 
Remi nds you that you' r' 
souls who drop off from a 
TOMMY: I just hurt so damn bad, Marcus . 
\1 ARCUS: (Sighs deeply as he continues to dig. ) Well , ju. t hold yourself to­
gether, boy ... and we' ll get you fixed up right after we get Jimmy in lh gr und o 
(The two set back to working in silence. They are both noticeably tiredfrom the 
Jar 's events.) 
TOMMY: Marcus, what do you th ink it fee l Ijke? 
\\ARCUS : (Irritated at TOMMY'S continuous que. tions.) What do I think what 
t~cls like? 
TO\[MY: Dyin . 
\I.\ RCU S: Yo I know, fo r someone that say he 's afraid of dyin ' , you sure do t lk 
101 about the subj ect. 
Tf \\W: I don ' t really know hat el e to t Ik about... it seems fitti ng, since 
Immy just died and all. 
I. ReUS: You don't have to talk about a damn thing. That's your problem 
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. to 01' Frank Oswald. He was 
the concrete like some broken 
th him ... he tarts talkin' to me 
nna bring him for Christmas ... 
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MARCUS: They shit their pants. Right after they die. they shit in their pants . Is 
that how you wanna leave this earth. Tommy? With some soiled-ass trousers? AU 
those doctors and pretty nur es, hovering 0 r you, holdin' their no es? 
TOMMY: Nab, that ain t what I want, 1ju t-
MARCU : You just what? 
ONE-ACT PLAYS 
Tommy .. . you talk too damn much. Can't focus on the task at hand. MARCUS: J doubt it, The 
bet in tbose la ,t few minutes, Jin 
TOMMY: Do you think it hurts a lot? even if he wanted to. 
MARCUS: (Hesitates.) How the hell should 1 know? I mean . . .l'd like to think il 
fee ls a lot like how you feel when you 're in one of those nods . You know .. . after 
you take that pike out, and just lean on back (Stretches his arms Ollt) ... you just 
kinda fade away. But, that 's just a guess. I don't know for sure, Tommy.. .J mean, 
I ain ' t dead yet, am I? 
TOMMY: No Marc, you am't dead yet. 
MARCUS: Exac tly. 1 in't dead yet so 1 ain ' t the one to ask. I mean, for a!l 
I know. . . it could be some terrible, searin ' , bumin ' kinda pain all through yoUJ 
body .. . and then it j ust stops, and there's blackness. I don't really know, Tomm., 
Wh t do you think dyin j like? 
TOMMY: Well, right before my granny died, she said he felt like she was fall in' 
down a well. 
TOMMY: You mean, l; hen you 0 
MARCUS: Most of the time ... bl 
That shit you do-al l it doe is 0\> 
to do no1l1ing. Hell , I imagine ify( 
your end would be fi lled with a t I 
(.\[A.RCUS toss s the shovel to the 
: (Wilh his/eelil1gs hllr/.J 
Mt ReuS: (Takes a swig f rom 
,Igarette.) 
TOMMY: (Shmply) Well I don' t 
ou keep that bottle pre 
MARCUS: I suppose th t's an understandable sensation to have, since she \\" ide. 
sinkin ' down into unconsciousness and all. It s probably different for everyonL 
don't you agree? 
TOMMY: T uppo e you re right. (Pause.) I wonder what Jimmy felt like. 
MARCUS: He wa probabl confused about what happened. (pause.) Beingl! 
he was hot in the back. 
TOMMY: Do you think he was hurtin'? 
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tARCUS: (Walks avena TOMAt. 
1o;c c) You better watch your mOUlt 
liol/S to the pile ofdirt.} 
(Tire 111'0 arejj'ozen in an awkwar I. 
laps rOkfAfY'S back.) 
it R US. (Laughs 10 himselj) AI 
,sk at hand. 
mean. . .I'd like to think it 
: nods. You know... after 
I his anns out) ... you j t 
Jr ure. Tommy . .. 1mean, 
to ask. I mean. for all 
pain a\l through your 
' t really know, Tommy. 
felt like she was fal lin' 
to have, since she 'as 
different for everyone. 
(Pau e.) Being that 
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MARCUS: I doubt it. The brain is pr tty effective on its own at numb in 'pain. I 
bet in th se last few minu t s, J immy couldn ' t feel a whore's lips on his earlobe 
even if he wanted to. 
TOMMY: You mean, when you d ie, you can ' t feel n thing? 
MARCUS: Mo t of the time . .. but 1 don' t suppose for people like you Tommy. 
TIlat shit you do--all it does is overload you r b in ... makes it think it don' t need 
to do nothing. Hell. Timagine if you fell int the same fate a our fri nd, Jimmy... 
your end would be fi lled with a type of pain ....most people will never know. 
I.I/A RCUS tosses the shove! to the side, and goes over to his whiskey bottle.) 
lOtvlMY: (With hisfeelings hurt.) Why w uld you ay that? 
IARC S: (Takes a swig from the bottle.) Becau e it's true. (Lights another 
igarelte.) 
TOMMY: (Sharply) Well I don't see how what J do is so bad compared to you. 
ou keep that bottle pressed to your lips all day, li ke there wa mother' milk in­
ide. 
I.\RCCS: (Walks over to TOMMY, sets the bottle on the ground In a menacing 
Ice) You b tter watch your mouth, boy . .. 'fore J make this a table for two. (Mo ­
•1115 to the pile ofdirt.) 
~lt Ilro arejimen in an awkward silence. Suddenly, JvfARCUS starts to laugh and 
W' TOMMY'S back.) 
Alright now it's okay. YOll mjght be right, Tom­
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TOMMY: 1 think it's done, Marc . (Stands up next 10 MARCUS) 
MARCUS : Looks done to me. Now, help me with this body. 
(MARCUS tosses his cigarette away, and the two grab JIMMY'S covered bodr 
swinging it into the hole.) 
MARCUS: Make sure he's face down, now ... 
TOMMY: (Starts rearranging JIMMY'S body.) Why face-down? 
MARCUS: Because in a few days, hi tomach's gonna well with all sorts or 
gases and juices and when it bursts ... you wanna have him facing down . Oth~:· 
wi e, there II be a helluva tench round these woods. Someone might notice. 
TUMMY: (Disgusted.) Oh . .. sony I asked. 
(TOMMY fin ishes rearranging JIMMY'S body and steps out ofthe hole. MARC[ \ 
and TOMMY stand f ol' a few minutes, looking do wn into the grmJe. MA RC[ \ 
takes another swigfrom his lvhiskey bottle.) 
TOMMY: Marc? 
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TOMMY: 1 j ust.. .. well , 1dunno. i 
MA RCUS: (Pauses and smokes 
\' ouldn't ee a teller with a gun.. 
time... llow, weren ' t you? Wa n't ) 
TOMMY: Yeah ... 
ARCUS: And wasn '( me and J1 
tellers? 
TOf\,1MY: 1 suppose it was. 
. .. ReUS: Well you suppose righ 
a gun, if you ain't in the arne roo 
TOMMY: Tsuppose not. 
ARCUS: You ask too many qUi 
m 'mberin' our fallen brother. TIliJj 
kn w? 
TOMMY: Yeah, 1 gue you're ril:1 
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my. Maybe you' re smarter than I've b n Led to b Lieve. MARCUS: (Take another drillk.) 
TOMMY: Sorry, Marc. [ didn't mean nothing .. .1 don't know what I'm sayin' TOMMY: You said that te ller had 
right now. 
MARCUS : (Pauses, and fig/us a I 
MARCUS: Don't worry about it. Let' ju, t finish this hole and fill it in before th you ask, Tommy? 
sun comes. 
what I' m sayin' 
fill it in before the 
MMJ'S covered body. 
might notice. 
lit ofthe hole. MARCUS 
to the grave. iVlARCUS 
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MAR S: (Takes another drink.) Yeah? 
TOMMY: You said that teller had a .9mm Beretta, right? 
MARCUS : (Pauses. and lights a cigarette.) I b Iieve that 's what I said. Why do 
you ask, Tommy? 
TOMMY: J just. . .. well I dunno. I j u "t didn ' t see no teller with no gun. 
\IARCUS: (Pauses and smokes more before answering.) Well I uppose you 
wouldn ' t see a teller with a gun.. . being that you were in the back most of the 
time ... now weren' t you? Wasn' t your job to go in the back and get the safe? 
TOMMY: Yeah .. . 




TOMMY: 1 suppose it wa . 

\IARCUS: Well you uppo e right. It wouldn ' t make no sense to see a teller with 

agun, if you ain' t in the same room a the t lIer, now would it? 

TOMMY: I suppose nolo 

\1 R US: You ask too many questions, Tommy. Right now, we should be rc­

m~mberin ' our fallen brother. hinkin' of all th good times we had together, you 
mow? 






MARCUS: (Tosses his cigarette and starts shoveling dirt over into the hole.) I 
know I'm right, Tommy. I know I am. 
TOMMY: (Motions towards one of the bags /illed with money.) Ain' t we gonna 
bury bim with his hare? I mean ... he sure as hell earned it. 
MARCUS: (Chuckle to himself) Now why would we go and do a thing like that~ 
TOMMY: Well because he was our friend, right? I mean. "you aid we ain't 
gonna toss him in no lake, 'cause that ain t what you do to your friends. Don't il 
seem right we bury his share with him? 
MARCUS: (Fills in the last ofthe hole. Pals it downjiat with the shove!.) [ sup' 
po e he just wasn ' t that good a friend, now wa he? (Laughs.) 
TOMMY: 1.., well .. . T,uppose not. 
(MARCUS picks up two of Ihe bags, TOMMY p icks up the shovels and (he 0111 
baa. They both look at the pile one last time, then turn to leave.) 
MARCUS: (Puts his hand on TOM.J\1Y'S sholiider.) C' roon, buddy. Lel' gog 
you fixed up. 
(TOMMY smiles and nods. then he and MARCUS start fo walk away.) 
End. 
Characters: 
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hair and fiery eyes. She 
quiet martyr, accept her 
LILLIE MAE DUDLEY: 
and the girl-next-d r 104 
she' a bra b, no non ense 
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g dirt over into the hole.) I 
lith money.) Ain't we gonna 
med it. 
we go and do a thing like that? 
1 mean .. . you said we ain't 
Ll do to your friends . Don't it 
fiat lyith the shovel.) I sup­
(Laughs.) 
up the shovels and the other 
to leave.) 
C mon, buddy. Let' go get 
to walk away.) 
Characters: 
REABLE CHILDS: 25 years old, a startlingly beautiful brown­
eyed country girl raised in poverty on an East Texas farm . Has 
always dreamed ofb coming a singer. 
MOZELLE MCDANIEL: J9 years old. Lanky gi rl with stringy 
blonde lock that fall around a face that reflects a lifetime of trug­
gle well beyond her years. 
RUBY MORACE: 19 years old. Porcelain skinned, strawbeny 
hair and fiery eyes. She is a combination of Trish t ughness and 
qujet martyr, accept her fate as deserved punishn1ent. 
LILLIE MAE DUDLEY: 29 years old. Auburn hair a toothy smile 
and the girl-next-door look of a young Dale Evans. However, 
sh " a brash no nonsense country gal. 
MRS. CLYDE HEATH: 45 year old. Wife of Goree manager, 
"Captain" Marcus Heath, and official prison matron . She is kjnd 
but very focused on th rehabi litation of the women. Wars a styl­
ish dress, pearls and high heel and her me keup and hair are f1aw­
I 'so 






PLACE: Goree State Farm, Huntsville, Texas. Texas sole peni­
tentiary for worn n. 
TIME: January, 1940 
SETTING: 
Scene One and Scene Two: A hallway with prison cells on either 
side. Iron bars, two ots in each cell walls are painted a lifeless 
color, and desolation fills the air. Yellow light spills from rows of 
single bulbs hanging from the ceiling. Each inmate is dressed in 
prison uniform of starched whi le dresse . 
Scene Three: Office ofCLYDE HEATH at the Goree Prison. Aus­
tere etting th t peaks volumes about control/repression. Wood 
trim, walls, floor. everything is dark and hard. Feeble light spi ll 
from a banker's lamp on the desk. 
Scene One 
(MOZELLE is Wing alone, cross-legged on her cot, quietly singing the hymn, "jl 
I Could Heal' My Mother Pray Again. " RUBY and LILLIE MAE are in the eeli 
across the hall, one is reading a book and the other is writing a letter. A PRlSO.i 
GUARD is leading REABLE to MOZELLE'S cell.) 
MOZELLE: "1fT could hear her tender voice as then. So glad I'd be; t would mean 
so much to me, ifI could hear my mother pray a-gain." 
PRISON GUARD: (Keys clank against the iron) Comin ' in, Mozelle. (To RE· 
ABLE) Turn around rna am. 
REABLE: (Coyly) You don't have to be so rough, now, officer. 
PRISON G ARD: (Blushing) No 
(The PRISON GUARD closes the 
lieved and waLks away.) 
MOZELLE: You have a good ride 
REABLE : (Rubbing h r wrists. Th, 
F om her elbow.) How' th t, hone] 
M ZELLE: The One-Way Wagon 
REABLE: (Still rubbing at her w'1 
can call being hauled to thi dumr1 
lookin' like some kinda circu a ni~ 
that you were inging, honey? 
MOZELLE: Just a song we sing in 
REABLE: (Checking Oll t h r bUIlk., 
MOZELLE: Wharton . You ever he 
REABLE: (Tosses the cheesecloth .l 
a toothbrush, hai,. brush and a hottl 
What 's it near? 
MOZELLE: (Swings her long, skil 
Hou ton. 1 ain 't surprised you have~ 
my si ter. She's not but two yea yl 
Ih re except.. . 
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painted a lifeless 
spills from row of 
inmate i dre sed in 
Goree prison, Aus­
Wood 
quietly singing the hymn, "It 
LiLLIE MAE are in the cell 
writing a letter. A PRISOi\ 
So glad I'd be; t'would mean 
, in Mozelle. (To RE-
\10ZELLE: Th One-Way Wagon was it nice? 
REABLE: (Still rubbing at her wrists, sizing up her surroundings. ) Well , if you 
can call bei ng hauled to th is dump on a flatbed truck, caged in b chjcken wire 
lookin' like some kjnda circus animal nice, then yes. It was nice. (Pause) What's 
that ou were singing, honey? 
MOZELL E: Just a song we sing in my church back home, 
REABL : (Checking alit her bunk.) H me? Where's that, hon y? 
IOZELLE: Wharton. You ever hear of it? 
REAB LE: (Tosses the chee ecloth sa k on her cot. She opens it and takes from it 
Jluothbrush, hair bnl h and a bottle of red nail polish.) o. Can't say as I have, 
\ bat' it near? 
IOZELLE: (Swings her long. skinny legs to the edge of her cot,) It's south of 
H'uston. l ain ' I surprised you haven' l heard of it. I lived there with my m rna and 
'. -isler. She s not but two year younger than me. Auyways not much happens 
r' except.. . 
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PRISON GUARD: (Blushing) No ma'am. I mean, just doing my job, ma'am, 
(The PRISON GUARD closes the door behind him. He look as though he is re­
lieved and walks away. ) 
MOZELLE: You have a good ride on the One-Way Wagon? 
EABLE: (Rubbing her wrists. There is a srl'/al1 bllndl d cheesecloth sack hanging 
li'om her elbow.) How's that, honey? 
ONE-ACT PLAYS 
REABLE: (Is testing the cot with both her hands, pushing do wn on the thinjeath­
ered mattress. ) Never heard of it. I know Houston, though. I mean I've seen pic­
tures of it. I grew up j ust out ide of Center. (Pause) Other side ofNacogdoche . 
MOZELLE: I bad a cousin Ii ed in Nacogdoches. He never finished high school. 
Like me that way, I guess. My name 's Mozelle McDan iel. I suppose you've be rd 
of me. 
REABLE: (Plunks herselfdo wn on her cot. Primps at her hair.) Now wby on earth 
would I have heard ofyou, honey? 
MOZELLE: I figure everybody in the grand state of Texas heard about me after 
what I did to Daddy Jack. 

REABLE: (Still preening.) Who in the world is Daddy Jack? 

MOZELLE: (Scoots herselfback again t the wall andfolds her knees to her chest. 
Looks small and childlike.) He was my step-daddy. Came into town one da\: 
grabbed me alld my sister up and made us come borne with him. Said we w rc oul 
too late. He wa just about to whip us again, and J put eleven holes in him with 
a twenty-two repeater. I was done wi th his smelly, whisky br ath and his hail') 
hands. 
REABLE: (Gives MOZELLE herfull attention.) Lord, boney. You goth bad don'! 
you? How long they give you for something like that? 
MOZELLE: Seven ears, J reckon. 
REABLE: (Checking her nails .) Humph. Seven years. I should be so lucky. I'll 
be cooped up in here, in this ... this Iivin' death for twenty-five years. 1fT mnkeit 
that long. 
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\IlOZELLE: (Awed, she sits 011 the edf?! 
Oh my graciou Lord! Why w uld th 
thi place for twenty-five long years . 
REABLE: (Leansforward as i/revealil 
(LTLLIE MAE overhears the conversali 
the bars ofher ell.) 
LILLIE MAE: Gawd ahmigbty girl. ~ 
REABLE: (To LILLE MAE.) Because 
div rce. I wanted babies, and he didn 't 
LILLE MAE: And? 
REABLE: (Sarca -tical/y. ) And omeon 
LILLIE MAE: And I uppose it \Va n' t 
MOZELLE: Lill ie Mae! I'm. ure she' 
body. he ain't like me. 

LI LLE MAE: And what makes you so 

W don't even know who he is. (PCIl/. 

EABLE: Ij ust happen to be Reable 
L1LLE MAE: h 's my experience tha t 
. omethillg worth being here for. Now 
REABLE: Married the wrong man is aJ 
rf Texas heard about me after 
folds her knees to her chest. 
. Came into town ooe day. 
with him. Said we were out 
eleven hole in him with 
whisky breath and hi 1airy 
honey. Y u got it bad don 'l 
I should be 0 lucky. I'll 
fi ve years. If J make il 
REABLE: (To LILLE JI.1AE.) Because my husband wouldn't see fi t to give me a 
uivorce. I wanted babies, and he didn't. 
L1LLE MAE: And? 
ABLE: (Sarcastically.) And someone shot the on-of-a-bitch . 
llLLlE MAE: And Jsuppose it wasn' t you? 
\-!oZELLE: Lillie Mae! I'm sure sh 's not the kind of girl that would kill ome­
body. She in ' t like me. 
LllLE MAE: And what makes you so sure, Mozelle? You just met this woman. 
We don 't even know who he is . (Pallse) Who are you? 
ABLE: Jjust happen to be Reable Childs unj ustly accused inner. 
I IllE MAE: It's my experience that wben omeone come to Goree, they done 
,om thing orth being here for. Now whatcha do? 
REABLE: Married the wrong man is all. 
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MOZELLE: (Awed, she sits on the edge ofher cot once more.) Twenty-five years! 
Oh my gracious Lord! Why would they want to put someone as pretty as you in 
this place for twenty-five long years? 
REABLE: (Leans foY't1'Ord as ifrevealing a secret. ) Damn jury said so that's wby. 
(LILLIE /'tIfAE overhears the conversation and stands up, wraps her fingers around 
the bars ofher cell.) 
LILLIE MAE: Gawd ahmigbty, girl. Wha'd you do to get that many years? 
\ 
ONE-ACT PLAYS 
MOZELLE: And somebody shot im? 
REABLE: (Looks over her nails at MOZELLE.) Now you 're gettin' it, honey. 
RUBY: (Appears next to LlLLIE MAE. Says meekly.) Who hot him, then? Ifyou 
don't mind my a skin ' . 
REABLE: (To RUBY) My, my. Didn't know you were even in there honey. You 
don't look like you could hurt a fly. What 're you in for? 
R BY: (Steps hack and shuffles he/Ioot.) Robbin ' . .. tealin '. 
REABLE: (Leans so she can hear better.) What's that, honey? You ought 'a speak 
up. What's your name? 
RUBY: (Meekly) Ruby Mae Morace. Folks call me Ruby. 
REABLE: Ruby, just like that fiery hair ofyours. ] have some nai l polish over here 
that'll be perfect for you. When you re ready, just say the word, and I' ll paint your 
nails. (Pause) Ruby. (Pause) Well, Ruby. what got you in here? 
RUBY: (A little more open no .) Cliff, that's my boyfriend, and me, we needed 
money and we were on our way to Louisiana. Ran aero till man said he could 
give us a ride. When we stopped at a diner, 'bout a mile from the stat line, tho 
man said he'd pay for our lunch if I'd spend thirty minute with him in the men 
restroom. We needed to eat something cau e I guess it d been nearly two day', allG 
Cliffsaid he'd let him take me out back. 
REABLE: (Looking at her nails, picking at them.) Honey, you know men are not~· 
ing but trouble don ' t you? 

LILLIE MAE : (Returns to her cot, plops down.) You've said a mouthful ther 
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girlie. Fightin' with an ornery bu 
TrIed to g t fresh with me, so rgave I 
in hj, pocket. Thirteen dollars. Don 
MOZELLE: Go aD RUby. 1 ain't ne 
send you off with that man. 
RuBY: (Leaning againsT the hal's o~ 
along after us. Next thing I know, C1 
H told me to <Yet hi money, and the! 
jumped in hjs ar and took off. he c 
gave lip. 
MOZELLE: Gracious Lord. frs a w1 
REABLE: (Combing oul her hail:) 0 
fu lly young to go getting me sed up 
r-.I zell . Howald are the both ofyot1 
RUBY and MOZELLE: (In unisOI1 .) !', 
(RUBYreturns to her cot.) 
LILLIE MAE: (Sits up 0 17 her cot.) Y( 
here? 
REABLE: (To LILLIE MAE.) You can' 
L1LLE MAE: Twenty-nine. 
REABLE. (Lies hack on her cot.) Well 





REABLE: (Sits upright.) What's that you ju t said, honey? 
MOZELLE: (Lies down on her side, facing REABLE.) She said "never." They 
never turn the lights off. You'll get used to it. 

LILLIE MAE: (Lying down on her cot.) I wouldn't say you get used to it. 

MOZELLE: Took me about two weeks of holdin' my pillow over my face till J 
could fall asleep. You should try it. 
REABLE: A livin' death. This place ain't nothin' but a Iivin' death. 
(Curtain closes to keep lights on for effect) 
Scene two 
Open with REABLE, MOZELLE, LILLIE MAE and RUBY being led back to thei! 
ce!1s by CLYDE HEATH and the PRISON GUARD. CLYDE HEATH does lIot 
enter the cells. The PRISON GUARD opens REABLE and MOZELLE 'S ceil/irsl 
LILLIE MAE: Hurry up girls. I'm standing here with half the state ofTexas on me 
from working in them fi elds all day. I wauna get ourta this uniform. 
REABLE: (As she enters her cell she checks her fingernails .) Alright, Lill ie \[B( 
(Pause) You know I don't think I'll ever get all this grit out from under my nai !~ 
(Pause) Lord, I do believe I'm beginning to get calluses. 
CLYDE HEATH: (She looks out ofplace in her print dress, pearls and heels.) r~ 
certainly proud of you ladies . Y all have been doing such fine work. Keeping 
90 
ourselves clean. Not one of you has. 
able, you keep up the good work, and 
pi asant. 
REABLE: (Looking disheveled, plops 
I'm doin' my best. 
(The PRISON GUARD closes the celli 
longing glan eat REABLE. He turns II 
CLYDE HEATH: I know you are, dear 
how Reable carrie her elf You could 
her if you really applied your 'elf. 
(The PRISON GUARD closes the cell (II 
LILLIE MAE: (Falls backrm her cot ill 
like the day you can teach a pig to Sing I 
CLYDE HEArn: J , hould think the pi 
\IOZELLE: (Rubbing at a large (ain 0, 
I~ach a pig to sing, Mr . Heath? 
CLYDE HEATH: Lillie Mae you must 
If you insist on going around. 
LILLIE MAE: (Sits up in aggravatio 
minute aft r I met him. He wasn't nl 
'urnes when it comes to me. 
CLYDE HEATH: All the same, Lillie 
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yourselves clean. Not one f you has had any discipline charges against you. Re­
abl , you keep up the good work, and it will make your time here so much more 
pleasant. 
REABLE: (Looking disheveled, plops down hard on her cal.) Yes, Mrs. Heath. y? 
I'm doin' my best. 
She said "never." They 
IOU get u ed to it. 
pillow over my face till I 
·vin'death . 
being led back to their 
YDE HEATH does nor 
MOZELLE 'S celffzr.H. 
) Alri ght, Lillie Ma . 
from under my nails. 
pearls and heels .) I' m 
fi ne work. Keeping 
(The PRISON GUARD closes the cell behind REABLE. He casts an anxious, yet 
longing glance at REABLE. He turns to op en LILLIE MAE and RUBY'S eel!. ) 
CLYDE HEATH: I know you are dear. Lill ie Mae, I want YO li to take notice of 
how Reabl carries herself. You could learn a bit more about being ladylike from 
he r if you rea lly applied yourse lf. 
m,e PRlSON GUARD cia es the cell and exits.) 
LILLIEMAE: (Falls back on her cot in exhau lion.) Ms. Heath, I' ll be more lady­
like the day you can teach a pig to ing "Yellow Rose ofTexas. " 
CLYDE HEATH: I should thi nk the pig would pay more attention. 
IOZELLE: (Rubbing at a large stain on the skirt ofher white uniform.) You ould 
leacha pig to ing, Mrs. Heath? 
CLYDE HEATH: Lill ie Mae you must try harder. I can ' t let you loose on soci ty 
i "ouinsist on going around. 
-fLUE MAE: (Sits lip in aggravation.) The man asked me to marry him th irty 
::lLOutes after I met him. He wasn' t no gentleman. A real gentleman has got no 
me wh n it comes to me. 




yours. (Pause) Have you ladies been reading your devotions before bed? 
REABLE MOZELLE, LILLIE MAE and RUBY: (In uni on.) Yes, Mrs. Heath. 
CLYDE HEATH: Wonderful. I' U let you get to it. S ix 0 clock comes early in the 
morning. It 's suppo ed to be fine weather, and we have work to do to ready the 
orchard. I wish you ladies pleasant dreams. 

LILLIE MAE: I w ish you'd trip on those fancy high heels of yours. 

(Giggles emanate from the cells .) 
CLYDE HEATH: What was that, Lillie Mae dear? 

LILLIE MAE: (Lies back on her at.) I said "goodnight" Ms . Heath. 

CLYDE HEATH: (Exiting.) Goodnight, dear. 

MOZELLE : (Changes into a clean nightgown. She quietly sings.) "Shall \: e ~ath· 
er at the river, the beautiful, the beautiful ri er." 

REABLE: Moz lie, You got a pretty singing voice. You like to sing, don't you'] 

MOZELLE: Never thought about it much. I guess so. 

REABLE: (Lies back on her cot.) It 's been a lifelong dream of mine to sin 1. 

thousands of people. All of 'em cheering me on. 
MOZELLE: (Pins her hair up, readies for bed. ) You certainly are pretty enough ! 

be a famous singer. 

REABLE: (Sits up and looks ojfto afara'Yvay p lace. ) I've always known I won' 

be as farnou as Pat y M ntana. 'i 
Sweetheart?" Well, that song s ld 0 
in the newspaper, I knew singin' wl' 
hoped for. Can you imagin ? To b 
MOZELLE: Oh! I know that song. 
thou and mile from the e city light 
ill the cOunll)l/wesfern style o/the 4 
REABLE: Yes, that 's it! ~ u know 
(LILLIE MAE and RUBY are 11011' Ii 
M ZELLE: (Sits cross-legged 0 11 h 
do it for fun. 
Rl.JBV: (Readies for bed.) ot bad, 
(.HOZELLE waves her hand at RUB 
REABLE: (Sitting at the edge ()fh~ 
Doughboys haven' t you? Y, u knm 
dozen years or so ago? 
ULUE MAE: Nine years ago, swee 
11 it? 
RE BLE: 1 know how we ' re gonna ~ 
(LILLTE MAE goes to the bars. ) 
LI LLIE MAE: What are y u gettin' a 
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nheel af yours. 
Ms. Heath. 
quietly sings.) "Shall we galh-
You like to sing, don't you? 
dr am of mine to sing. 10 
certainly are pretty enough 10 
.) r e always known I would 
ill the countly/western style ofthe day .) 
RE ABLE: Ye , that's it! You know how to yodel? 
ILlLLlE MAE and RUB Y are now listening intently to the conversation. ) 
\\OZELLE: (Sits cross-legged on her cot.) Tallght myself a few years back. Just 
Jo it for fun . 
RUBY: (Readies for bed.) Not bad Mozell . You really oughfa sing more. 
HOZELL waves her hand at RUBY, shruggillg oflthe compUment.) 
REABL E: (Sitting at the edge of her cot.) Y'all have heard of the Light Crust 
DllUghbo s, haven 1you? You know that group Pappy O'Daniel tatted back a 
.\olenyear or so ago? 
LILLIE MAE: Ni ne years ago, sweetheart. Pappy started that band in '31. What 
w how we're gonoa get oulla here. And soon. 
fLUE AL-I. E goes to the bars.) 
LlIE MAE: What are you gettin' at? 
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be as famous as Patsy Montana. You know her song' J Want to Be a Cowboy's 
Sweetheart?" Well, that song sold one million copies . When my husband read that 
in the new paper, I knew singin' wa for me. Something like that i all I've ever 
hoped for. Can you imagine? 'J: b loved by so many people? 
\IOZELLE: Oh! J know that song. ( ings) HT wanna fee l the wind in my face a 
thousand miles from these city lights, g in' a cowhand's pace." (Then she yodels 
ONE-ACT PLAYS 
REAB LE: (Stands .) You know that radio show they put on over at the Wall? 

RUBY: (Jo ins LILLIE MAE. ) Radio show? 

REABLE: You know the one. They call it "Thirty Minutes Behind the Walls"· 

Features all the boy - in that jail who can sing or play an in trument. 
LILLE MAE: What about it? 
REABLE: We're gonna learn to sing together and we are gonna get ourselves on 
that show. 

LILLIE MAE: And how do you suppose that's gonna get u outta here? 

MOZELLE: Yeah, Reable. My singin ' ain ' t iliat good. At least not good enougt. 
that they'd let me outta here. 
RUBY: Oh, ob my. I'd be too nervous to get up in front of anybody and iog. 
REABLE: (To RUBY.) Well, maybe you won't be -inging. You could learn to p lu~ 
something. You know how to do anything like that? 
RUBY: Heaven no! 




LILLIE MAE: And just how is th is supposed to get us outta here? 

REABLE: You know how to . ing or play anything, Lillie Mae? 

LILLIE MAE: J played guitar and sang a little once upon a time. But how is LI, 





LILLIE MAE: Pappy? You mean G 

ever lovin' mind, Reable? 





REABLE: Haven t y'all ever heard 

can have a real life out ide of the e 

home and babies to raise and love. 

LILLIE MAE: Everybody wants tha 

MOZELLE: Reable, I won' t ever ha 
RUBY: Me neither. 
REABLE: Why on earth not? Don 't 
L1LLTE MAE: Reable, you know wh 
hl:ard the tone . 
REA BLE: (Hold~ her hancA (0 her 
babies yourselves! They didn't! 
RL BY: Wasn't two weeks I wa in h 
IOZELLE: They sent me to the inti 
fair ul1er what I done. 
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. instrument. 
are gonna get ourselves on 
us outta here? 
At least not good enough 
of anybody and sing. 
Y< u could learn to pia) 
to play piano. She could 
BUl how is that 
here. 
REAB LE: Haven't y'a ll ever heard of being optimi tic? Don't y' 11 be lieve you 
can have a real li fe utside of these wa lls? A li fe with a decent man and a good 
home and babies to raise and love. Not be tuck in thjs livin' death? 
lilLIE MAE: Everybody wants that, but it ain't always gonna happen. 
\{OZELLE: Reable, I won't ever ha e kids. 
RUBY: Me neither. 
RE BLE: Why on earlb not? Don't you want children? 
ILLIE IAE: Reable, you know what th y do to the girls in here. I know you've 
; rd the stories. 
EABLE: (Holds her hands to h ,. cheeks. ) 01 Ruby? Mozel le? Y'all are just 
'ies yourselves1 They dido'tl 
1:BY: Wasn't two weeks J wa in here when they cut me open . 
II)ZELLE: They sent me to the infi rmary the first day 1 gol here. I guess it' only 
' after what I done. 
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gonna get me outta here? 
REABLE: Pappy! 

LILLIE MAE: Pappy? You mean Go ernor Pappy O'Daniel? Ha e you lost your 

ever lovin mind, Reable? 





LILLIE MAE: It ain't fair! You girls didn' t deserv to ha e your womanhood cut 
outta you just cause the judge said you committ d a crime. It ain ' t right. It ain't 
never gonna be right. And they all deserve to rot in hell for what they done to you 
girl . 
REABLE: (Sits on her cot in disbelief) On my soul, l just didn't think the rumors 
were true. 
RUBY: Why do you suppo e they haven't cut you, Reable? 
MOZELLE: (Smiles confidently. ) 'Cause they ain' t no way Reable did anything 
wrong. 
(REABLE crosses fa MOZELLE'S cot and hugs her gingerly.) 
REABLE: I am. a sorry they did this to you. You 're nothing but a little angel, and 
they stole from you. That's what they 've done. Stole from you. 
(MOZELLE shrugs with indifference. REABLE returns to her cot and sits dOll'l1 
A heavy silence fi lls the air. ) 
REABLE: (Slams her fists do wn on her cot.) We don't have to live like this! \\e 
don't. We are gonna ing our way outta here. I guarantee it. 
LILLIE MAE: If you wait long enough, Ms. Heath' ll have a pig read to lnf 
along with us. 
MOZELLE: Reable, the nur e told me they can't let me have kid 'cause thel 
might be mean, just like me. I dOD't deserve to et out of here. (Pause) Even it I 
know how to sing. 
LILLIE MAE: If you're mean, Mozeile then l'm the Pope. 
REABLE: I dOD 't believe there's a ill! 
is a way we can do better for ourselv 
RUBY: You mean singing? 
REABLE: Of cour e rdo. Thai Papp) 
how inmates should get a second cham 
a' get a chance to redeem themselves. 
music Pappy played in his band. 
MOZELLE: (Perks up.) The Light C 
REABLE: We fonn a girl band, get on 
MOZELLE: He ' ll hear us and love us! 
RUBY: And forgive us. 
REABLE: Hundreds of p oplc will he 
over the coun try. People wi ll love us, 
c)clash Pappy will parole us aIL 
flights dim.) 
SCl'lIe Three 
rA fiemoon in office. CLYDE HEA TH 
mail. Ther. are several mail sacks.!ille~ 
Jt· ~k. There i a mound oflel! /'s on the 
orting through it all. The bold-faced ell. 
Jar illdi ates the day is Wedne d(~v, yeQ/; 
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rYe to have your womanhood cut 
ed a crime. It aio't right. It ain' t 
. in hell for what they done to you 
soul, 1 just dido't think the rumor 
'ou, Reable? 
ain t no way Reable did anything 
's her gingerly.) 
I' u' re nothing but a little angel, and 
Sl Ie from you. 
returns to her col and sits down. 
Wdon't have to live like tbi ! 
'11 have a pig ready to ~in 
't let me have kid ' cause thc~ 
out of here. (Pall e) Even ifl 
REABLE: I don't believe there's a mean booe in your little body, MozeJl e. There 
is a way we can do better for ourselves . 
RUBY: You mean singing? 
REABLE: Of course 1 do. That Pappy 0 Daniel's always making speeches abou t 
how in mates should get a second chance. He be lieves men, and women, too, ought 
a' get a chance to redeem th emselves. We can do it through music . The kind of 
music Pappy played in hi s band. 
MOZ ELLE: (Perks up.) The Light Cru t Doughboys are my all time favorite. 
REABLE: We fonn a girl band, get on over to Wall prison, and Pappy'll hear us. 
\IOZELLE: He' ll hear u and I e us ! 
RLl3Y: And forgive us . 
EA BLE: Hundred of people wi ll hear us. That radio program is broadcast aU 
o'er the country. People wi ll love us, and Pappy, well, before YOll can blink an 
:\dash Pappy wiIJ parole us all. 
'ne Three 
~/lt'/'floon ill office. CLYDE HEATH is busy with her task ofcensoring imnate 
iI. There are several mail sacks filled 10 overflowing, surrounding the wooden 
I. There is a mOllnd of letters on the de k. CLYDE HEATH is exhaustedfrom 
ring rilrollgh il all. The bold-faced clock on the wall reads 4:00. A large calen­





CLYDE HEATH: (She wields a brass letter opener and tackles the next envelope 
She reads aloud Holding the letter up to get a better look.) 'My dearest, Reabl , 
I am writing to you from the Arctic Circle. Every Wednesday, before evening fall , 
I trave l forty-five miles to the nearest locatjon where I may listen to you sing with 
your Goree All Girl String Band. Should I ever be so fo rtunate as to one day meet 
you, I would surely ask for your hand in marri age." 
(The phone on the desk buzzes. ) 
CLYDE HEATH: (Pi king up the receiver.) Ye . Send her in please. Thank you. 
(REABLE enters.) 
REABLE: (In prison uniform.) You wanted to ee me, Mrs. Heath? 
CLYDE HEATH: (Indicates f or REABLE to s it, and she does.) Please rest your elf 
Reable, dear. This letter I hold in my hand represents no less than ten thousand 
marriage proposals you' e received over the course of two years that you've been 
singing on the program 'Thirty M inutes Behind the Walls." And if you receive 
another box of candy or bracelet, or any other trinket, I'm j u t going to have to 
employ a hired hand to haul it away as I ha e run oul of room for it a ll. 

REABLE: Yes ma·am. 

CLYDE HEATH: (She puts the letter on top of the pile on her desk.) I know it mu~ t 

have been hard to keep the band going when all of the other girls fec i ed their 
parole. But you've worked so very hard. 1 m proud of you. I wish 1 bad some 
good news for you, dear. 
REABLE: Why'd you a k to ee me? 

CLYDE HEATH: I wanted to be sure you were doing well. Before tonight's pro· 
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gram. The Warden tells me ou 
sy, tern. The black eye we've sulTer 
speak as poorly about our rehabili tat 
REABLE: (Dryly.) I suppose rm gla 
CLYDE HEATH : You should be, dea. 
tune in to hear your lovely v ice. Yo 
h peless to you at tim s. 
REABLE: Being forg iven seem 
CLYDE HEATH: I can't give you wh 
(Pml e) You know, all I've wanted i 
around. 

REABLE: I used to think bei ng a fa! 

now all I want is to be outta here. 
where they've never h ard ofGoree 
CLYDE HEATH: (Stands and goes 
lean again t it, gets closer to REABL 
part of your dream has come true. (P 
people listen to you every week? 
REABLE: (A little saddened.) No, 
CLYDE HEATH: Just la t week the 
\\ho arrived here asking to meet yo 
a ked for your band to play at a ga 
lOp thinking about th way you sang 
ing of letting you attend the party. p~ 
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gram. The Warden tells me you are doing a great service for the state prison 
system. The black eye we've suffer d over the years is all but gone. Folk don't 
speak as poorly about our rehabilitation program anymore. 
REAB LE: (Dryly. ) J suppose I'm glad I've helped the state ofTexas prison system. 
CLYDE HEATH: YOll should be dear. People coun t on you every week when they 
tackles the next envelope. 
ok.) 'My dearest, Reablc. 
!sday, before evening falls , 
J1ay Ii ten to you sing with 
)rtunate as to one day meet 
1her in please. Thank you. 
,Mr . Heath? 
re doe .) Please rest yourself. 
Its n less than ten tbousand 
twO years that you've b en 
Walls." And if you receive 
1 mju l going to ha e to 
room for il all. 
her desk. ) I know it must 
other girls received their 
you. rwish 1 had some 
Befor tonigh t's pro-
tune in to hear your lovely voice. YOLl've got to keep pressing on. 1know it seems 
hopeless to you at times. 
RE BLE: Being forgiven seems like a faraway dream in a place like this . 
CLYDE HEATH: I can't give you what you want, Reable. I don 't have tha t power. 
IPause) You know all l've wanted is the best for my girls . To ee their lives tum 
around. 
REABLE : I II ed to think being a famous si nger was alll ever wanted. But now, 
00\\ all I want is to be outta here. Maybe disappear in some little no-nam town 
.I'here they 've never heard of Goree State Farm. 
CLYDE HEATH: (Stands and goes around to the corner of her desk so she can 
<,un against it, gels closer to REABLE. ) Why Reable, dear, you are famous . That 
:\lrt ofyour dream has come true. (Pau. e) D you know, they think seven miil ion 
ople listen to you every week? 
REABLE: (A little saddened.) No, rna am. I had no idea. 
LYDE HEATH: Just last week the front gale of the Farm was \jned with truckers 
hoarrived here asking to meet you . Ther s even a j udge from Houston who 's 
d for yoU\' band to play at a gathering at his private home. Said he cou ldn ' t 
rthinking about the way you sang "Blue Moon." (Pause ) The Warden's think­








REABLE: What about parole? You ev r think I' ll make it? 

CLYDE HEATH: (Returns 10 her seat behind the desk.) 1just don t know what to 

tell you, dear. I haven't heard word one from the new Governor. 
REABLE: I gue s my dream of Pappy O 'Daniel lettin' me outta here is a lost 
cause. 
CLYDE HEATH: There are no lost causes, dear. Even in pIison. You just keep 
doing what is fit and proper and keep singing, and you' ll find your way. (Pause) 
It's almost time for dinner, Reable. I'll let you go. 
REABLE: (Stands to leav .) Yes ma'am. 
CLYDE HEATH: (Follows her to the door as REABLE exits .) Keep on the unn~ 
side, dear. (Phone rings.) 
CLYDE HEATH: (Picks up receiver.) Mrs. Heath. Yes, Governor Stevenson .. o. 
Reable Child j ust left my office. Oh, you wanted to speak with her? I understand 
Well , I am certain that is very good news for ReabJ e. She never thought he'd b~ 
paroled. Yes, sir. I will tell her you are her bigge t fan. Thank you Governor. fo: 
call ing. Have a lovely afternoon. 




JOY: YOlmg woman, 'oft-spo 
RYAN: Young man, smart but 
LO: Young woman, hardened 
Setting: 
PLACE : Cherry tree hill over! 
TIME: Modern day two hours 
SETTING: A picnic under the 
f:I . iren begins to wail. JOY walks in 
he spreads on the stage. She sits dow/! 
Atier a moment. RYAN arrives, and til 
he pau'!ies, waitingjor JOY to notice hi! 
RYAN: You have no idea what I' e be 
c _body's trying to get away, iike that' 
til leave my car right in the middle of a~ 
It ~ t ill feels wrong omehow. I'm craz) 
r.: ': -!--~-: -.-11 • ... "F-. --T -"1!" 
leen in ited to. I'm certain it will Ernd,,qf tJl¢" Wo)tf" ~dT 
Helena: WaJstro""m, ' 
... . .•..... - .,. ... 
I 
I • :. ,, __ L­~--...- ----~ 
I'll make it? 

,he desk.) I just don't know what to 
 Characters: 
the n w Governor. 
aniel lettin' me outta here is a lost 
Even in prison. You j ust keep 
and you'll find YOllr way. (Pause) 
go. 
REABLE exits.) Keep on the sunny 
. Yes, Governor Steven ou. ]\0. 
to speak with her? I mderstand. 
Reable. She never thought she'd be 
fan . Thank you, Governor. for 
Smiles to herself) 
JOY: Young woman, soft-spoken and nice 
RYAN: Young man, smart but self-centered 
LO: Young woman, hardened and secretive 
Setting: 
PLACE: Cherry tree hill overlooking a town. 
TTME: Modem day, two hours befor the end of the world. 
SETTING: A picnic under the cherry trees . 
'A siren begins to wail. JOY walks in with a p icnic basket and a blanket, which 
Ihe spreads on the stage. She s its down and takes a deep breath, clos ing her e es. 
lier a //Iom ent, RYAN arrives, and the siren dies down. He is out 0/breath, and 
~l pauses, waiting /or JOY to noli e him before he rushes fo hug hel:) 
R 'AK: You have no idea what I've b en through today. It' in ane out there. Ev­
. . bod 's trying to get away, like that ' l! save them. All roads are blocked -- I had 
I kave my car right in the middl of an intersection. Not that it matters an more. 
I! tlil feels wrong somehow. I'm crazy aren 't I? 
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(They both sit down. RYANwipes the sweat offhisface. JOYputs her arm arOill/O 
him.) 
RYAN: Before Tleft, they had some experts on TV saying that we got hundreds 01 
nukes beading our way. Even if the blast doesn't take us out the radiation will. 
I always said that the dissolution of modern civilization would come during m~ 
li fetime . 
JOY: Is this okay. I mean the spot? You can almost see th whole town from here. 
and Tthought it d be nice to, you know .. . 
RYAN: Funny girl. Of all the pos i 
to drink wine? 
JOY: WllY, i there omething you r 
RYAN: (Thinks.) IL all feels so mucH 
r ve been living in a haze until now 
blur. And now that our time is runn 
sw ar I can fe I the blood coursing t 
cal reaction going on in my body. al 
RYAN: (Looks af her with alarm.) Oh. Yeah. This is great; couldn't have pick:rl 
a better spot myself. Look at that. All the trees are in bloom. Kind of ad, wh~r. 
you think about it. Did you know that this used to be a really popular uicid 
spot? There would be a new dangler up in one of those trees almost every monti.. 
(Chuckles dryly.) I doubt there 's anyone left in the world who's actually tryingll 
off them elve at this point. 
JOY: Oh my gosh, I did not know that. Should we go omeplace else then? 
RYAN: Sweetheart you know what it's like out there. This i about as cheerful 
place as we can find anymore. 
JOY: Well, I brought some juice. (Begins to dig out a bottle ofj uice. napkins, til' 
tvvo cups from the basket.) I was going to stop by the store to get some wine 
something but it had been looted blind. 
RYAN: People want to go out happy, 1 suppose. Well, you never liked wine an:' 
way. 
JOY: I was going to learn to drink it someday. Just to feel more grown-up. Igo . 
I always as umed there'd be enough time. 
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the cherry blo soms neon pink, and 
could ever hope to witness. All thi 
beti reo I should have lived lik this . 
JO : (Smiles and looks down coyly.) 
we say, every gc ture. all of a . udd 
could be our last. 
RYAN: Have you thought abollt it? ~ 
JOY: Oh, no. J gue it d e n't matj 
nob dy who'll live on t repeat [hem. 
RYA : But that's not the p int. The ~ 
meaningful and true. 
JOY: (Fi Idles with a napkin.) So we ' 
RYAN: We won't my dear. But Lh i is 
"her Nobody left here but you and j 
J( Y: nd we have to be true to each 0 
(ace. JOY puts her arm around 
i saying that we got hundreds of 
t take out, the radiation will. 
hzation would come during my 
)st see the whole town from here. 
is great; couldn 't have picked 
in bloom. Kind of sad. when 
to be a really poputar suicide 
those trees almost every month. 
world who's actuall trylDg to 
omeplace else then? 
This is about as cheerful a 
a bottle ojjl/ ice, napkin>. (lilt! 
th store to get some wine or 
Well, you never liked wm any-
to fe 1 more grown-up. 1 guc 
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RYAN: Funny girl. Of all the possi ble th ings to regret, you regret never learning 
to drink wine? 
JOY: Why, is there something you regret that's better? 
RYAN: (Thinks .) It all feel so much more real all of a udden, doesn' t it? It's like 
I've been Ii ing in a haze until now. All my memories, even the best ones, are a 
blur. And now that our time is runni ng out, everything is suddenly 0 intense. I 
~\\"ear I can feel the blood coursing through my ·eins, and all the incredible chemi­
cal reactions going on in my body, and the sun is sudden ly brighter than ever, and 
the cherry blo soms neon pink, and y u. Joy -­ you're th most beautiful sight I 
could ever hope to witness . All this beauty was always th reo and 1 never aw it 
before. I should have lived like this -- with my eye open -- all along. 
JOY: (Smiles and looks down coy ly.) It is more real somehow. Li ke every word 
I\~ say. every g sture, all of a sudden has great meaning, because each of them 
ould be our last. 
RY : Have you thought about it? What we hould save as our last words? 
JOY: Oh, no . I gues it doesn't malter anyway. Nobody will hear th m. Well, 
"\\body wh ' ll live on to repeat them. 
RYi N: But that s not the point. The point is to use your last breath for something 
Jr·(Fiddles with a napkin.) So we won't go out screaming and pathetic? 
, .. We won't my dear. But this is it. No turning back - heck, no turning any­
~,re 'Jobody left here but yOll and me. Thi s i. OUf 1a t chance. 




RYAN: (Pauses.) Yes, as always. 

JOY: Because this is our last chance to say what we fee l. 

RYAN: Yes and we love each other. You ' re verything to me. (Wraps his arm 
around her.) If it wasn't for you, 1 might as well have ended it before the nukes gel 
to us . Forget about my cherry tree Joy world on the hill. 
JOY: Gosh, you're being unfair. J hate when you say these things. 
RYAN: (Teasing) Am I not valuing the gift of li fe enough? Not r spectful enough 
for Miss Joy? Who cares darling? 1 could yell the worst things I can possibl~ 
come up with, and nobody would hear! 
JOY: 1 wou1d hear. 

RYAN: Well, of course, but you let me get away with these things. 

JOY: (Pau es, fiddles with napkin) You' re right, Ryan. Absolutely right 

RYAN: (Observes her.) So baby, what do you say we just sit here for a while anti 

enjoy all the beauty while we still can? (Holds her close and looks up at the fret· 
and sky. They sit quietly for a while. JOY ponders furiously.) 
JOY: Ryan, about that thing you said ... 

RYAN: Shhh. Let's just enjoy each other's cl seness for a moment. 

(They sit quietly f or another moment.) 
JOY: Seriously though ... 
RYAN: Joy, can 't you let me bave 
JOY: (Stands up.) I know, but r can' 
RYAN: Fine then. Let' hear it. 
JOY: I ... (Weakly) I'm not sure l lov( 
RYAN: (Pauses, then look~ absolute 
mean .. . Jesu '" you have [0 ay this . 
JOY: It's not ab ut being elfish. It's 
RYA : (Stands lip and begins 10 pace 
The re t of us learned that U1 kinder 
an't actually mean it? Thi i some K 
Jmade it clear that nothing happened 
flOYonly looks at him silently.) 
RYAN: Jesus Christ. (He Si ts down UI~ 
could' ve at least brought Wille . 
JOY: I'm sorry. (Suddenly more dele,., 
bring your own wine if it's so imp0rlali 
RYA N: Wow. Joy. I really don' t n ed 
an teed that I will go out in incredible 
"eight OffYOUT shoulders. 
JOY: (Kneels /J ide him.) rdidn't say 
ju t something I had to tell yotL Do you 
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RYAN: Joy, can't you let me have even this? 
ve feel. JOY: (Stands up.) I know, but J can't die holding these thought inside me. 
!rything to me. (Wraps his arm RYAN: Fine then. Let's hear it. 
,av ended it before the nuke get 
the hill . JOY: 1. .. (Weakly) I' m not sure I love you anymore. (L ooks away.) 
1 say these thing . 
! enough? Not respectful enough 
II the worst thing ] can possibly 
with the e things . 
Ryan. Absolutely right. 
we just sit here for a whil and 
close and looks up at the fre' 
furi ously.) 
or a moment. 
RYA : (Pauses, then looks absolutely stunned.) Am I hearing this correctly? 
mean ... Jesu '" you have to say this . .. n w? How incredibly selfi h. 
JOY: It 's not about being sell h. It's about hone ty. 
RYAN: (Stands up and begins to pace.) There's a time and pl ace for honesty, Joy. 
The rest of u learned that in kindergarten. Holy . . . Calms down a little.) You 
can ' t actually mean it? Tllis i ome kind of ick joke . . . revenge, right? I thought 
Imade it clear that nothing happened that night. 
I ro yon(J' looks at him silently.) 
RYA>J: J su Christ. (He sits do wn on the blanket, shaking hi head slowly.) You 
Lould 've at lea t brought wine. 
JOY: I'm orry. (Suddenly more determined) Wait. .. No I' m not. Why didn't you 
ring your own wine if it 's s important to you? 
YAN : Wow Joy. I really don ' t need this right now. You ' ve pretty much guar­
meed that Jwill go out in incredible emotional agony. I hope that really lifts the 
~ight off your houlders. 
0)' (Kneels beside him.) I didn't say it to make things easier on me, I swear. It' 




RYAN: What is all this anyway? How do you suddenly not love me? Is there 
someone el e? God, no matter how great he is, in a minute he' ll be j ust as dead 
as me. 
JOY: No there is no one else. How can ou even ... Look, I' m sure you ' real· 
ized we have some problems. 
RYAN: Like what problems? 
JOY: Well we carne all the way up here and there's no one around, and I thought 
we would . . . 1mean . . . any other couple would defini tely ... 
RYAN: (Stares at her incredulously.) Honey, we ' ve discus ed this . Jt's just not 
such a big deal to me. I'd rather just spend our remaining time having a nice con· 
versation. I it so terrible that I'm interested in ou as a person, not a body? 
JOY: I'm interested in you as both. Is tbat so bad? 
RYAN: J caDl10t believe you're wasting our time with this same old bullshit. 
(LO wanders onto the stage carrying a large bag. seemingly 10 t and con(med 
She notices the two and realizes that she is intruding. She pretends no! to realce 
RYAN andJOYfreeze and stare at her.) 
LO: Uhh .. . Excuse me, have you seen a little girl wandering about here? 

RYAN: (Irritated.) No, we haven ' t seen any li ttle girls. 

JOY: What does be look like? 

LO: She's ... about six, and she kind of looks like me. 
JOY: ['m sorry, I baven't seen anyo 
LO: Hub. Well, J was j usl looking fo 
JOY: I he your daughter? 
LO: Yeah. We got separated in all tl 
now. 

JOY: Hi, I'm Joy. (Goes to LO and s 

LO: Lo. 




LO; Urn. It's .. . Joyce. 

JOY: (To an irritated RYAN) That so 

believed in signs ... 

R't N: Got anything to drink in therc.'1 

fl. O pulls aflask out o/her bag. carefi 
rhe f/ask fa RYAN, who proceed~ fa £j 
und tosses it back to £0.) 
RY N. You're an angel sent from he 
10 . Maybe we cou ld help search fo 
RYAN: How convenient. 
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·denly not love me? Is there JOY: I'm sony,l haven't se 0 anyone like that. 
3. minute he' ll be just as dead 
LO: Huh. W II J was just looking for her. Thought he might have come here . 
.. Look, I' m ure you've real- JOY: r, she your daughter? 
LO: Yeah. We got separat d in all the confusi n. 1 thought everyone had left by 
s no one around, aod I thought 
nitely . .. 
ve discus ed this . It's just not 
raining time hav ing a nice con­
~ as a person, oot a body? 
this same old bullshil. 
seemingly lost and confused. 
. She pretends nol to rea/b'. 
about here? 
now. 
JOY: Hi, I' m Joy. (Goes to LO and shakes her hand.) 
LO: Lo. 
JOY: Oh my gosh, that was my grandmother's name! And what's your daughter's 
name? 
LO: Urn. [t s ... Joyce. 
JOY: (To an irritated RYAN) That sounds a bit like .Joy, doesn 't it? Oh Lo if] 
'lieved in igns ... 
RYAN: Got anything to drink in there? 
LO pulls aftask out ofher bag, careful not to reveal the other contents. and tosses 
'1: ftask to RYAN, who proceeds to empty it. After he sdone, he shakes the flask 
JIlJ losses it back to Lo.) 
RYA. : You 're an angel sent from heaven. 
oy. 'v\aybe we could help search for Joyce? 




LO: That won 't be necessary. Tappreciate it, though. 
JOY: What do you mean? She could get hurt out there, all alone. 
LO: She' ll be okay. Well, as okay as the re t of us. 
RYAN: Trust me, she' ll be way better if she stays away from Joy. For us, Lo, I'm 
afraid it's too late. 
JOY: I under tand if you need to take your feel ings out 00 me. 
RYAN: You see, this sweet-looking little girl here decided to announce he doesn't 

lov me anymore. Perfect tinling! How's that for an end of the world? 

LO: I'm ... sorry to hear that. 

RYAN: Not a sorry as I am. 

JOY: Ryan, you wanted honesty bernreeo us, and you got it! That doesn' t change 
the fact that I care about you! 
RYAN: There is such a thing as excess honesty. 
LO: Listen to you two. What a joke. Soon all of this is going to burn, and nobod. 
will ever know you two even existed. Your cute little lovers' quarr I is a luxuf! 
that none of us can afford anymore. 
RYAN: Did I ask for your opinion? Who the hell are YOll, anyway? What ar~ you 
doing here? 
JOY: Sh s your angel from heaven, remember? 
RYAN: (Looks up to the sky.) What 
enough; you had to end two? 
JOY: (To La) And what do you c' r 
your ix-year-old daughter who's wan 
for Uyillg, but what kind of mother a 
LO: That's rea lly none ofyour busine 
(All three j ai l into an awkward si/encf 
down next to the other two) 
LO: I suppose aU of us are going to h. 
iryou believe in that sort of th ing. 
JOY: Oh, ab olutely. I think God is \V2 
say what we reaUy fee l. 
RYAN: (Mocking.) Yeah Joy, a greati 
h can entence you for how many he 
infUriatingly naive. 
JOY: So, what, you're saying there' ~ 
and everyone will ju t disappear into 
RYAN: Why did you th ink you woul 
JOY: How could you say som thing Ii 
LO: 1 cou ld tell you what r think, Joy) 
yOU. Really, you couldn ' t keep the ac 
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RYAJ : (Looks up to the sky.) What have I done to deserve this? One harpy i n't 
enough; you had to send two? 
reoall alone. 
JOY: (To LO) And what do you car? Shouldn' t you be more concerned about 
your six-year-old daughter who 's wandering alone who-knows-where? Pardon me 
fay from Joy. For us, Lo I' m 
out on me, 
lCided to announce she doe n' t 
end of the world? 
got it! That doe o't ch g 
is going to burn , and nobody 
lovers' quarrel i a luxury 
you, anyway? What arc you 
for aying, but what kind of mother are Y ll , anyway? 
LO: That's really none of your busines , now is it? 
rAt/three fall into an awkward silence. LO makes her way to the blanket and sits 
dowl/ next to the other two.) 
LO: I suppose all of us are going to have to own up to our mistakes soon enough, 
If you bel ieve in that sort of thing. 
JOY: Oh. absolutely, I th ink God is w iting for us. That s why it' so important to 
laywhat we really fee l. 
RYA : (Mo king.) Yeah, Joy, a great cosmic j udge is w iting for you to die so 
'ecan sentence you for how many hearts you fai led to destroy. You always were 
~furiatingly naiVe. 
JOY: So, what, you ' re saying there 's nothing at all'? That all this i meaningless, 
:lid everyone will just di appear into empti ness? 
R '\ ': Why did you think you would be goi ng to heaven, even if one existed? 
lY: How could you say something like that! 
0: Icould te ll you what I think, Joy. but that would make me about as cruel as 
II. Really. you couldn 't keep the act going for a few more hours? 
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JOY: Are you taLking about me and Ryan? And you 're, aying I'm the cmel one? 

La: IlIu ions can be damn cushy sometimes, isn ' t that right, Ryan? 

RYAN: Listen, lady, I rea lly don' t ne d your sympathy. 

La: Not after the fl ask is empty, at least. Actually, I'm urprised you managed to 

keep it going as long as you did, Joy. 
JOY: Turns out 1 m really capable of stupid things. (Pau es.) There is no Joyce. 
is there? 
La : No. 
JOY: So what are you here for, reaUy? 
La: The yjew. 
RYAN: Yeah, us too. 
La: Not bad for a last sight. 
RYAN: Joy? 
JOY: Yes? 
RYAN: 1 lied. I did sleep with her that night. 
JOY: I know. (Pause.) There is someone else. 

(Sound ofa missile whistling through the sky and striking the ground SO/l1eJ\"l~' 

far away. Cherry petals f all onto the actors.) 
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, J' 1n surprised you managed to 
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~s, (Pallses.) There is no Joyce, 
stn'k' g the 0'~ollnd somewlwn III 
I let the opinion of some unknown 
person shape the opinion I myself 
formed... 
- Read No Evil by Amy Jamison 
, 
fia hlight. Cars, trucks, and tractor-trai lers fly by only a few feet away. The rush 
of air causes my shirt to flap to and fro as they pass. I pay them no attention. 
though. As I balanc the tire and tighten the lug nuts, I can only think to my elf: 
"Thi is what I get for not thinking things through." 
Allow me to back up a few months. My wife, Phet, and I were living in 
Phoenix, Arizona. We moved to the de ert for my new job and were liv ing with her 
brother. He i a gracious man, but his four-bedroom house was not large enough 
for the four adults and five chi ldren then fi lling its walls. Phet had not been able 
to find a job since we arrived in the Valley of the Sun. and my job was not what it 
promised to be. My wife bad a great job in Georgia, and our house in Gainesville 
had not been sold yet. As we lay in bed, listening Lo Dokken (the eigbl- year-old 
middle child) bounce a basketball off the wall in the next bedroom, we d cided to 
retunl to the Queen of the South. 
Now, I had three vehicle in Phoenix with me. My wife drove a Dod. ~ 
Ram pickup truck. 1t was a brilliant blue, four-wheel drive beast. I had a HoneL 
Shadow motorcycle and a Ford Mustang. The Mustang was very loud and hugg I 
the ground, since it was modified to dominate race tracks and carve canyon road, 
I needed to get all three vehicles back to Georgia, as well as our personal fte t 
Clearly, I needed a tra iler. 
We had rented a U-haul trailer to move out west, so my first thought ran 
back to them. I called U-haul, but they wanted twice as much to take a trailer from 
Phoenix to Atlanta. It had cost me on ly $300 to rent a trailer before. Now, a mer 
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spend $400, 0 I kept looking for SOli 
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old. The wood paneling was in good 
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been right at home at Wood tock. A 
S175. J hooked it up to the truck and 
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Back at Pbet 's broth r 's hou t:, 
ough ly. TIle tires needed a little air, b 
did not work. How ver the brake light 
fine. I cut a piece of wood to fi t the , 
with air, and began loading the camper 
ibd f. Sixty percent of the load must be 
from left to right. After I loaded th cal] 
w we cou ld bi t the road. 
J c limbed up into the truck. Its 
The air is damp and heavy; it is an especially dark night. A storm front in 
the Atlantic has pushed clouds as far north as Tennessee. The slightest hint of a 
silver moon penneates the blanket above. J am kneeling on the side ofInterstate 
20 changing a tire. The only significant light is from an Alabama State Trooper" 
two months later, it was going to c 
employee on the phone simply told 
you got a discount for bringing the t ~ 
much more. I refused to! Another 
Convin ed that I could bu 
rent one, J began rescarchincr option 
and large retai lers like Home Depot 
Freight had a small four fOOl b eig 
what Tneeded, but mayb it would 
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two months later it was going to cost S650. I protested to no avai l. The V-haul 
employee on the phone simply told me: " . . . we need more trailers in Phoenix, so 
you got a discount for bringing the trailer out here." I could not justify paying that 
much more. 1 refu d to! Another option must be available. The hunt was on. 
Convinced that I could buy a trai ler for as much as U-haul wanted to 
rent one rbegan researching options . I searched local tra iler stores RV dealers, 
and large retailers like Home Depot. Finally, a lesser-known store called Harbor 





The slightest hint of a 
J1eeling on the side of Interstate 
rom an Alabama State Trooper's 
, only a few feet away. The rush 
pass. r pay tllem no attention, 
nuts,l can only think. LO myself: 
ife, Phet, and I were living in 
r new job and were living with her 
m house was not large enough 
wal ls. Phet had not been abk 
un, and my job was not what it 
. and our house in Gain SVllk 
to Dokken (the eight- year-old 
next bedroom, e decided 10 
me. My wife drove a Dodge 
drive beast. I had a Honda 
was very loud and hugged 
tracks and carve canyon roads. 
as well a our personal freel. 
we t. so my first thought ran 
as much to Lake a trail r from 
a trailer before . Now. a m'r 
Freight had a small four foot by eight foot trailer for $400. It was not as large as 
what 1 needed, but maybe it would work if I bui lt really taU walls, Th is whole 
tl me, rhad also been search ing cla ifieds for used trailers, Now that I had found 
an affordable new trailer, its price became my benchmark. I really didn 't want to 
,pend $400, so 1 kept 10 king for something larger that cost less . Three day be­
fore our elf- imposed deadline for moving .. . I fo und it. Woo hoo! 
My endless browsing on Craigslist paid off. A young man in the suburb 
of Chandler had an eighteen-foot camper for sale. It had to be at least thi rty years 
old. The wood paneling was in good hape but the design spoke volumes for its 
generation. The ceiling light, an art deco piece, could easily have been stolen 
irom a Mafia-run Las Vegas casino in the seventies . The th in, alwninwn door 
was mi ssing a window. The vacant space was filled by what used to be a yellow 
hIghway sign. cut to fit. Outside, the lime green and orange paint job would have 
n righ t at home at Woodstock. Aft r a Httle haggling, the owner let it go fo r 
175 . I hooked it up to the truck and made my way back to the bouse. We could 
;nove now. 
Back at Phet's brother 's house, J checked the camper lit a li ttle more thor­
uughly. The tires needed a little air, but looked all right. The side marker lights 
Jidnot work. However, the brake lights and tai llights (the important things) were 
:mc, I cut a piece of wood t fit the window opening on the door, fi lled the tires 
ith air, and began loading the camper. Loading a camper is a peculiar event in 
,df ixty percent oftbe load must be in front of the ax le, and it must be balanced 
mleft to right. After Tloaded the camper. 1 stood back to admire my thri fty feat. 
~w we could Wt the road. 





was loaded in the bed. The camper was hi tched to the back. Phet was staged 
behind me in the Mu tang. Our convoy was ready for the journey back east. For 
what litt le J had in ested in this ugly camper, I was not confident in taking it on the 
Eisenhower Interstate System. Rather, I decided that it would be better to take the 
rural highways cross country. Phet (who had emigrated to the U.S . in 2005) would 
have the opportun ity Lo experience more of America than if we were blind ly zip· 
ping through on a four-lane concrete monster filled with zombies that had some· 
where more important to be. Too bad I would not get to see as much. 
I spent the next four days sitting on the edge ofmy seat, watchi ng my rear 
view mirror, waiting fo r the inevitable. The ancient leaf springs on my camper 
were never de igned to carry three bedrooms worth of belongings. Climbing the 
mountains into Arizona 's high country, I watched the camper sway left and right. 
bouncing Oll the springs like a bobble head doll. As we crossed through the Tonto 
National Fore t, leaving behind the rocky d sert dotted with ta ll Saguaro cacti and 
broad leaved Prickly Pears, I had to pull over. The camper had taken a noticeable 
shift to the right, and Phet could be heard crackling nervou ly ov r our handheld 
radios. I crawled up into the camper and spent fifteen minutes adju ting the load. 
Once the camper was level again, we continued east into the White Mountam 
Apache Indian Reservation. 
One mjght argue that this re ervati on 's name is a misnomer. I never sail 
a wwte mountain. We did discover an extremely deep canyon, though. As \I 
crossed a plateau covered with tall fie ld grass and stubby trees that were catt r d 
across the horizon, the road started a gradual decline. Soon, a ign app ar d that 
warned of a steep grade ahead. It didn't bother to mention frequent switchback) 
ahead a the road de cended three thousand feet into a painted canyon. I had tv 
down-shift the truck into third gear, then second gear, and finally first gear. 'Iowl: 
navigating the overloaded camper and tall truck into the abys . Now might bt: 
good time to mention that Phet doe n't do well with curvy roads or heights. Her 
anxiety peaked as each tum in this canyon provided an amazing view of the crag~\ 
walls dropping straight to the river below. A little more than an hour later, we had 
completed the epic voyage down into, and up out of, the canyon. Then the small 
rad io crackled again . Once more, the load had shifted and J had to pull over. 
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On the fifth day, Twas 
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was the same as it had been t 
up oly by massive bi llboard 
hours a day at the nex t truck , 
In all fairness, though, I was 
the smooth highway surface a 
After a short while, a 
lights. It told me that Birminl 
bilation in being 0 clo e to h 
Atlan ta i only two and halfho 
e camper sway left and right, 
we eros ed through the Tonto 
ed with tall Saguaro cacti and 
:amper had taken a noticeable 
nervou l over our handheld 
en minutes adjusting the load. 
~ast into the White Mountain 
is a misnomer. I never saw 
canyon, though. As we 
trees that were scattered 
Soon, a sign appeared that 
fr quent svntchback 
a painted canyon. I had to 
and fina lly first gear, slowly 
the abyss. Now might be a 
curvy roads or heights . Her 
amazing view of the cragg 
than an hour later, we had 
th canyon. Then the small 
and I had to pull over. 
country is spectacular. Oil pumps tum lazily up and down, dotting the immense 
ranches from 011 end of the panhandl to the other. The landscape began to look 
fami liar a we neared Dallas. Tall pine trees and giant oaks, with th eir branches 
reaching Ollt wide, were reminiscent of nOlth Georgia woodlands. The rock laden 
mountains of the desert were r placed with roll ing hills cov red with grass and 
forests. As J crossed into Arkansas, I realized the camper had been behaving. The 
load was finally balanced, and the bounce was gone. 
On the fifth day, I was anxious to get home. Phet felt she had seen enough 
of America for this trip. We decided to leave the rural back roads behind us and de­
tour south into Louisiana. We were headed for Interstate 20 . The marsh filled bay­
ousand cra\¥fish din rs did not interest us. We wanted to get home. Th interstate 
\ a the same as it had been two months earlier. The scenery was lifeless , broken 
up only by massive bi llboards announcing the cheap steaks available twenty-four 
nours a day at the next truck stop or the amazing towists' trap eight mile abead. 
In all faime. s, though I was excited to step up the pace to sixty mile per hour on 
the smooth highway surface and push on through Mississi ppi to Alabama. 
After a short while, a green sign alongside the road reflected in my head­
lights. It told me that Bimlinghan1 was onl y one hundred miles ahead. I felt ju­
~il ation in being 0 close to home. Birmingham is only an hO llr and a half away . 
.\t1anta is only two and halfhours past Binningham. I had been driving ixty mi les 
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Leaving the Apache Nation and continuing east, the remainder ofArizona 
and New Mexico would be fairly uneventful. That is, until we got to Billy the Kid 
country. 
Li ncoln, New Mexico is a sleepy little ghost town along US82. It is nestled 
in a valley, west of a more infamous ci ty known as Roswell. The paved stretch of 
road passing th rough Lincoln is little more than a mixture oftar and cement strewn 
across a bumpy wagon tra il from the eighteen hundreds. Dragging the camper 
acr ss the foothi lls and through the erratic valley made me feel like a pione r in 
the Wi ld West, dodging rus tlers while perched atop a stagecoach. Of course, as I 
exited the valley and turned left onto a modem stretch of road, the radio crackled 
to life again. I had to pu ll over and adjust the load, again. 
We did not see any al iens in Roswell and drove on to Texas. TIle Texas hill 
l 
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per hour for hours now without any drama. Why tempt fate? Driving a little faster 
couldn 't hurt, though. Perhaps I could be home in three hour instead of four? 
A large tractor-trailer truck loomed ahead of me. I was closing the gap on it and 
would have to eitber slow down or pass it. Wby not speed up a little to pass it and 
just maintain that speed to get home a little faster? 
I sign led my intentions. Accelerating slowly, I moved left and began to 
pick up speed: 61,62,63 . Pop! It sounded li ke I had just run over an armadillo. 
Frantically, I looked in my rear view mirror. The camper wa still level. I checked 
my left and right mirror, but everything appeared normal. Then the almost forgot· 
ten crackle of the radio bla ted: "Honey! Honey! Honey!" A tire had blown. I 
slowed down and pulled over to the side of the highway. Fortunately, my jack and 
jack stands were easily accessible, j ust inside the door of the camper. I set about 
the mundane tasks of lifting the heavily loaded camper, removing the tire and 
replacino it with a pare. Something else was wrong as I lower d the camper back 
to the ground though. The spare was fiat! 
I removed the spare and put it in the Mustang. Phet and I drove down the 
highway to the next exit in earch of a gas tation. With the tir inflated and m~ 
blood pressure rising, I flew back down the inter tate like a supersonic j t. Mean· 
while, an Alabama State Trooper had pulled over behind the camper to inspect the 
flashing emergency lights. He was a jovial man who filled th front eat of hi) 
patrol car. I borrowed his flashlight and re umed the tasks of fixing my tire. A I 
sat on the cold concrete with cars whisking by, an old lesson carne back to haunt 
me (like the money I could be saving at GEICO, taring from a distance): action~ 
have consequences. If I had thought thing through, I probably would not ha\e 
bought this camper. I would have swallowed my pride and paid up for the U-haul 
I would have been home in two days instead of five. I would not be sitting in rurai 
Alabama with a fiat tire. Alas, I did not. We did finally make it h me. Not befor 
the wind hield wiper went out. though, but that is another essay. 
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During an episode of the popular TV series Seinfeld, the character Elaine 
i ~ set up on a date with a man named Mike. As . he waits for him in the restaurant, 
a waiter informs her that a M ike has called saying that he has been stabbed by 
an ex-girlfriend and is forced to cancel. When the date gets re cheduled, another 
ex-girlfriend passes by the ir table and throws a glass of wine in his face. Alarmed, 
Elaine sets out to find the reason why all of his exes hate him. She learn that Mike 
is a "bad break-upper"; when breaking up with a woman, he tells her "the mean 
things you don't mean, but he means th m ." In order to save herself from the ver­
bal abuse Elaine decides to end their relationship first. When she does, he scoffs 
and sa s, "Fine, big-head" as he rises from his eat. "What?' she questions . Mike 
explai ' that her head is too big for her body. As he walks Ollt the door, Elaine 
laughs it off and shouts, "That s the best you've got! ?" Th next day, while rid ing 
in acab, the driver asks E laine to slide down into the seat more because he cannot 
. e through the rear view mirror wi th her head in the way. Some time later, Elaine 
is walking through the park when a bird fl ies into her head and falls to the ground. 
:\ man sitting on a bench nearby comments, He flew right into your head. Like he 
couldn 't avoid it. " Elaine, disgusted by her big head, is wearing a scarf over her 
head in the next scene. 
While the absurd ity of Seinf eld prevents me from taking anyth ing the 
,how portrays too seriously, Elaine 's itllation brings out a very good point: our 
\1pinions of others, or even our opinions of ourselves, are heavily impacted by the 
opmions of thers--even though lh y are exactly that-opinion . Opinions may 
old zero merit or be ridiculously untrue but somehow they manage to work their 
\Iayinto ur brains. J believe children how this behavior best. In school, one child 
'I. ill label another as "weird " and suddenly every student shares the opinion of 
'n child as "weird." The child himself may begin to believe he or she is a weirdo, 
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read the comments and view the ratings-including the "hot" rating. Students are 
rating profes ors in alarming numbers. According to tbe site itself, almost seven 
mill ion tudents have rated over one million professors. Ratemyprofessors.com 
passes off pure opinions, banter, or even disparagement, as legitimate sources on 
which to base decisions about classes, giving college students a less mature, less 
responsible reputation. 
Last fall 1 visited ratemyprofessors.com, and I am honestly unsure hy. 
The only profe. sor I remember looking up was one whose class I was already en­
rolled in, and from whom my sister had taken the same class a couple ofsemeste(') 
before . This professor, let us call him Dr. Zhivago, was already held fa irly hi~ 
in my sister's opinion, and I trust her opinion much more than anyone's whom I 
might read on ratemyprofessors.com. Several of the comments on the ite were 
complaining about a resear h paper that Dr. Zhivago requires each semester. On 
comment painted Dr. Zhivago as " the cute t teacher ever" while the one just be­
low said he was "the sweetest teacher ever," and ended with a "how cute." s for 
comments that infonned me of his actual teaching abilities or clas room beha\ior. 
r remember only one. This infamous comment described h im as omeone Wh0 
"would welcome ideas, but blow you off the minute you asked for help," The 
commenter continued on to say how unhelpful Dr. Zhivago was and ended Il ith 
a warning not to take his class "unless you want to be criticized in fr nt of your 
peers. ' My sister had never mentioned this unsavory characteri tic; nevertheles).1 
mentally prepared myself to be crit icized if ever I spoke up in class. 
Forming my personal opinion of Dr. Zhivago did not take long. He llii> 
precise in everything he expected from his ' tudents and what he expected was. ;" 
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regardless of how straoge the child actually is. However, this behavior is not at all 
limited to chi ldren, and adults are just as guilty of believing absurd things, regard­
less of whether or not there is any proof relating to the subject. Ratemyprofes or . 
com, a ite that allows students to "rate" professors, as well as post comments 
about professors to be read by anyone on the site, could be considered an absurd 
thing that people blindly believe. 
The situation 00 Seinfeld makes us laugh; for Elaine to believe Mike's an­
gry words is ridiculous. Yet, when it comes to ratemyprofessors.com, we willingly 
every respect, reasonable. His q 
materi I on them carne straigh t 
worst thing I xperienced in his 
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every re, pect, reasonable. His quizze ' and t ts were open-book, and mo t of the 
material on them came straight from homework that he went over in class. The 
worst thing I experienced in his class was occasional boredom from lectures that 
did not palticularly interest me- a common problem in many classrooms today. 
Dr, Zhivago was surely aware of this common dy function and made an effort 
to keep students alert by calling on them. He was also well -infonned about the 
subjects on which he lectured. His knowledge was deep, and his ability to hare 
that knowledge with his studen made him an excellent professor. He wa , in fact:myprofessors.coro, we wilUngly 
ng the ' hot" rating. Students are 
g to the site itself, almost seven 
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did not take long. He w 
ahd what he expected was. in 
one of the nicest people I have ever met, and I cannot imagine him ever criticiz­
ing a student in a disrespectful way. When a student was ca lled on and answered 
incorrectly, Dr. Zhivago would call on another student to find the correct answer. 
His manner in doing so was not overly nice but al most a disappointed action as 
the student had obviou Iy not read the ass igned material and was not prepared for 
c1as . But Dr. Zhivago never outwardly said that the student should have known 
the answer, nor did he voice any disappoin tment. There was nothing that could be 
taken as criticism. 
Though T enjoyed Dr. Zhivago's class and respected him as a teacher, 1 
could never forget the haunting word I had read about him on ratemyprofessors. 
com f or fear of being criticized I rarely asked questions or poke up in general. 
Every time I was called on, 1would have a mental heart attack; no one likes being 
criticized. I viv idly remember several in tance where poorly infonned students 
would raise a ridiculous question. (I am convinced there wi ll always be one or 
\1\'0 such instances in every class I will ever take.) Dr. Zhivago would do what I 
bdieve was his best to explain the an wer without ridiculing the misinfonned stu­
dnt. During these times, my mind would race back to the words J had seen on the 
II bsite: "criticized in front of your peers ," I began to wonder if he was criticizing 
.llld I simply fail d to see it. But no, the question had been ridiculous, and he had 
sv.ered it kindly. 
This phenomenon is actually d iscussed in one of my favorite books, lm­
"orlalily, by Milan Kundera , The character Bernard is given a diploma that reads, 
.Bernard Bertrand is hereby declared a Complete A s, ' as an intended joke. Ber­





to his friend Paul. Though sympatheti , Paul realizes that "in his h art he wou ld 
never again think ofhim as Bernard but only as a complete ass." This is quite simi­
lar to th feelings I experienced in Dr. Zhivago 's class. Though he was an excellent 
teacher, I wa never able to get past seeing him as someone who was criticizing 
and would "blow you off the minut y u asked for help." I let the opinion ofsome 
unknown person hape the opinion 1myself formed of the my terious Dr. Zhivago. 
Who w s the comment r anyway? Perhap it was some misinformed tudent who 
felt ridi uled by the professor's correction. Or perhaps it was ju t someone who 
received a poor grade for not completing the work aDd took his or her frustration 
out on the viewers of ratemyprofessors.com. 
Ratemyprofessor .com seems to be more of a step back in the world of 
college education than anything else. This "rating" is more a popularity contest 
than anything that one should take seriously. I would be willing to argue that those 
who actually use ratemyprofessors.com, both by commenting and by reading said 
comments, see it a more of some sort of forum to cuss swear and sa r all of the 
horrible thing they would love to say to a profes or's face would their grades not 
be in j eopardy from doing so. They ee it as just another blog or Facebook status 
to vent whatever foul things they de ire, as if slandering a professor online would 
make up for a poor grade they received. Such a website is not conducive to learn­
ing, which should be the focus of college. Not only does it encourage situation~ 
like my own, where on 's opinion is tarnished by a source whose reliability is so 
m uch in question, but it undermines the maturity that colleges and Ulliver Itle) 
claim. College tudents are generally perceived a adults, in stark ontrast to when 
these arne students ere in high chool, sometimes only months before. Sud: 
websites make college seem less mature, or as if students neither respect nor tilk 
seriously their professors which, in turn, insinuates that students do not take col­
lege a a whole seriously. 
This mindset is shown by the majority of students on the less prestiglOu 
college campu es and by some students on the more prestigiou ones. My clos­
e t friends share my re pect and love for both education and knowledge. W are 
disgusted or at best amused by the attitude of others in our cia ses. The gen .I 
attitude about anything pertaining to schoolwork is negative. Typical con rersati 
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they are purely slanderous j udgments . I am convinced that the students rating pro­
fessors are not doing so to be responsible. In fact, the comments show quite t1le 
opposite-a complete lack of responsibility. 
Ratemyprofessors .com is a preposterous site. My sis ter said something 
very insightfuJ about ratemyprofessors.com when she learned th site was the sub­
ject of the paper] was wri ting, She told me that sh used the site all the time and 
found it very helpfu l. I was just about to chastise her use of the site and explain its 
unreliabiUty when she added "The professors rated the worst are usually the b t. " 
Such complete lack of confidence in the site really hows what it is achieving or 
perhaps not achieving. Just as the raters fa il to take college education seriously, 
those who do take their education seriously fai l to take ratemyprofessors.com seri­
ou Iy. Th idea of evaluating professors is not a bad one but only when done ina 
respectful manner. When evaluating turns into 'rating, the nature of such a site 
is questionable. Terrible things can happen wh n we let the false affect our opin· 
ions. In the end of the Seinfeld episode Elaine stabs Mike in the forehead with a 
fork. Even though Elaine 's head is not djsproportionate to her body, she allows the 
untrue words of someone to make such a great impact on her that she stabs some· 
body! Hopefully, comments on ratemyprofessors ,com would never have quite so 
dramatic an effect 011 someone, but sti ll , they are not the least bit constructiw, 
Something not con tl1lctive can often be defined as destructive--and d structIOn 
is rarely a positive thing. 
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ora phone call. God had answered my prayers. Approximately a month later, I re­
eei ed a phone call from Guiding Eye for the Blind stating that I' d been accepted 
10 get a guide dog along with training instruction . The abundance of joy that came 
over m was unreal. The thought of travel ing to New York al ne was exciting; I'd 
never experienced anything like this before. Once I arrived at the school, I met the 
llaff and classmates. Little did I know that Kay and J would become a team. 
Afew days after my arrival Kay and I were introduced to one another. Our 
nitial meeting is a mem ry I' ll never forget; it was on a sunny afternoon when an 
; n~tructor brought her into my room. Kay. attached to her leash, walked lowly 
toward me, wagging her tail and niffing me. She proceeded to pace in fron t of 
meas if to say, "Thi is my way of gett ing to know you." From that day forward, 
my li fl changed. Kay is my key to motivat ion and perseverance. Having my girl 
I my sid has brought me out of my shell. For the most part, my social life has 
improved as well . 
As a child, I was shy, dependen t on others to guide me, and concerned 
J!: out what people thought of me. I was unable to travel by myself with confi -
1l:nce. AI 0, conver ation was limited due to my lack of experience. With Kay, 
\ egained independence. self-realization, and the drive to strive for more in life. 
'ow that Kay is in my life, I have the fre dom to go wherever 1 please with no as­
'i)liInce. I use public transportati on to get to school evelY morning. I enjoy taking 
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J beli ve Kay is a blessing from God. A couple of years ago, I sat with my 
mother during a church service Ii telling. I recall L'1e guest speaker saying, "How 
man of you believe God answer prayers?" 'How many ofyou have been praying 
for the Lord to bless you?" I knew I'd been pray ing for a guide dog. That night as I 
appr ached the altar, I remember the pastor placing hi hand over my bowed head 




long walk when the weather i nice. I've become involved in the community by 
volunteering at a chi ldren s shelter. My Kay and I are members of a few organi­
zations (such a the American Council of the Blind) geared to help tho e of low 
vision. Now, I enjoy peaking to people 1 meet whi le in pUblic. 
Every morning Kay awakens me with licks and doggy breath: this is 
h rway ofexpressing her love. Furthenn ore, my black baby knows when I'm fee l­
ing sad, angry, or di appointed. Another warm memory I' ll always cherish is one 
morning when I awoke early to feed, water, and take Kay out to relieve herself As 
I made my way to the garbage can to clean up after Kay, J fell and hurt my hip. As [ 
lay on the ground tears flowing down my cheeks I fe lt Kay licking my tears away. 
Somehow I managed to stand up embrace my baby girl, and thank her for being 
there. From that experience, I learned that dogs have the capacity to know when 
something i wrong. One unny afternoon, I wa feeling ery sad and unhapp) 
about life. I began to cry, and as r did so, Kay jumped in my lap to comfort me 
once again. 1 placed my arm around her and told her how much she meant to me. 
Kay also shows her love fo r me by staying vigilant and watching out for 
my safety. She barks to alert me to anything unfamiliar. In public, Kay has barked 
at a few unknown dog and even at a horse. One summer afternoon we'd returned 
borne from a nice walk when Kay began barking. Ini tially, I was frightened; I knell' 
from the scent of our home that omeone had be n there. I proceeded to check out 
the house in its entirety and found a couple of soda bottles in the trash can. To my 
surprise my in tincts were correct, and so were Kay's: I found out later that m} 
brother had stopped by. Kay loves me and keeps me safe. In return, I offer Ka~ 
companionship, a well-kept home, and love. 
In short, I believe in the blessings from God. I believe God use othe~ 
believers like me to spread his word. In addition, I beljeve God has bles ed me in 
many ways and has never left my side. I believe God has given me Kay to ·treng!l·, 
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Whether deliberately or not what could 
be more heinous to free thought and po­
litical creativity than to rig a system that 
does not exist to begin with? 
- Broken American Mirror by Michael Tillotson 
indicative of the people's voice, their reflection tends to blur more and more. The 
American election system can be roughly divided into three components: the pre· 
election campaign season, the voting itself, and tbe interpretation of tbe results. 
While each portion of the electoral process is burdened by a number of fallacious 
and misleading processes, the quandary of problems, collectively becomes more 
than the sum of its parts. Each misstep in the electoral process prompts mOie 
missteps, feeding the exponential flame of misrepresentative democracy. On ly 
through the insurance of balanced candidature, recon tructi n of voting proce' 
dures. and revamping oftbe American electora l system, may American have their 
voices heard their votes accounted fo r, and their well-being assured. 
The process of political misrepresentation-and to a varying degre , rna· 
nipulation-begins early in the electoral process. Well before a single vote i cast. 
the American public will have been bombarded with possible candidates. Unfonu­
nately, virtually all Americans get their election news and information from main­
stream, mass media sources, and this presents several probl IUS . Be ide the obli­
ou poss ibility that certain news organizations favor political parties, candidale, 
deemed palatable to the mainstream are given countless hours of coverage, while 
candidates deemed inconsequential are barely mentioned. Almost as if the doc· 
trine of "bad news sells" is extended directly into mainstream politics the Amen· 
can media presents what it believes American citizens want. As a result. candi­
dates other than frontrunners are e senti Ily unknown. Here, the media attempts III 
entice each side of the supposed political spectrum: Democrats and Republicare 
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mentioned. Almost as if the doc­
mainstream politics, the Ameri· 
citizens want. As a re ult, candi­
Here, the media attempts to 
: Democrats and Republican . . 
to pick from a sort of menu of candidates, not un like choosing a combo meal at a 
fast food restaurant. The problem becomes clear wben th is analogy is extended: 
why do more options exist for cheeseburgers than presiden tial nominees? Quite 
possibly the most powerful pos ition in the enti re world is filled from a tiny scope 
of choices, wi th candidates representing the " left" or the " right" po itions which 
due to their inherent vagueness, mean li ttle-lo-nothing to begin with. Voting is, in 
Its s.implest form, the middle-man of th electoral system, de igned to act as the 
catalyst between the voice of tbe people and the government that ver ees them. 
Apoorly designed voting system does not merely encourage or promote a poorly 
de igned election but ensures it. The introduction of a third candidate, to take 
one example from many can ruin the intellectual credibility of an election. As has 
happened more than once, a third candidate may "take votes' from a frontrunn r 
who would otherwise have won the presiden y: an bviou and serious problem. 
lot to say, by any means, that third parties are the cau e ofthes problems, the in­
troduction of third parti s instead demonstrates a glaring flaw in a system designed 
around an either-or fonn of function . 
Tbe countless flaws within tbe American electora l system came to ful\ 
fruition in th 2000 election between George W. Bush and Al Gore. InfamoLl ­
ly. more American citizens voted for Gore than Bush, yet Gore lost nonetheless 
IL~vine 45+). Regardless ofpo\ itical orientation, this situation should strike eve!), 
\merican as an enomlOUS problem. For good re on, the Electoral Colleg came 
Jnoer increasing crutiny after the 2000 election. The EI ctoral College is the 
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In order to establish an intense image of rivalry, mainstream news organizations pit 
red versus blue, left ver us right, Democrat versu Republican, liberal versus con· 
servative, right versus wrong: this fantasy-land concept of politics, where color 
coll ide rather than ideas, patronizes an intellectually dangerous false dichotomy, 
one which has left an indelible impression on the minds of nearly eve!), American. 
Whether deliberately or not what could be more heinou to free thought and poli ti ­
cal creativity than to rig a system that does not exi t to begin with? 
Even after Americans have been poli tically and intellectual ly comtpted 




tives from all states who "represent" the American voter. In 2000 (as well as 1876 
and 1888), the Electoral College elected a president that the American people, col­
lectively speaking, did not vote for (Glenn). The very concept of representational 
democracy arose, in part through population-based problems: in early America, 
how could entire states keep up with the votes of every citizen? To correct this 
problem, smaller, manageable regions would hold elections for' electors, ' or in­
dividuals who would vote for the president directly in the name of the people. 
However, every extra repre entative step di lutes the democratic process. Hypo­
thetically, what if t11e Electoral Coll ege voted for another higher-tiered college, 
which then voted for the president directly? What if another "electoral college" 
was placed upon that hierarchy of voting, increasing the number of links in the 
chain of representative democracy? The result i simple: the original vote of the 
American people becomes steadily watered down and unrepresentative. America 
no longer needs the Electoral College: the most cffective method for ensuring that 
the people's voices are heard is through direct democracy--democracy without the 
poUUcal middleman of "representation." 
The roots of political misrepresentation stem from the media coverage of 
particular candidates, which, due to freedom of speech rights in particular, i the 
most difficult problem in the entire scheme. How does a nation, largely founded 
by free expression, justify the regulation of poli tical media? To that end, h011 
does a nation ensure that news organizations do not singlebandedly control elec­
tions through the manipulation of information? Certain regu lations have already 
taken place, including th Radio Act of 1927, which required radio station to hale 
an "equal time ni le" where poli ti cal advertisements were equall y priced for aU 
candidates. During the Radio Act hearings, Texas Representative Luther Johnson 
stated, "American thought and American politics will be largely at the mere) of 
those who operate these [radio] stations ... it will be impo sible to compete with 
them in reaching the ears of the American public" (Benjamin 70). How right he 
was, foreseeing such a problem even in the American 20s. Without such lall . 
the American public i imply creating a media puppeteer, complete with puppet· 
strings and puppets­ the citizens. In order to fully establish fairness and equal 
candidature, the Radio Act of 1927 must be extended into two new area : shareJ 
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time on official news organizations and regulated campaign flwding. By legislat­
ing equal airtime of political candidates, Americans wi ll not be guaranteed un­
bia ed information, but such I gislation certainly promotes a fairer distribution 
thereof. This regulation is critical, to say the least as the more airtime is given to 
various candidate more ideas are brought forth into the political arena. Factors 
that actually prompt media organizations to focus on particular candidates is of­
ten vague, varied, and largely unknown. Regard less, an obvious motivator stands 
above the rest: candidates with more money have enormously higher chance 
on winning the presidency. Author Susan Welch assert, "Some candidates are 
t if another "electoral college" 
ing the number of links in the 
iimple: the original vote of the 
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never considered serious contenders becau they do not have suffic ient money 
to mount a large campaign. In that sense, money is crucial" (251 ). If success­
ful campaigns are exclusive to wealthy politicians alone, then wealthy poli ticians 
alone are elected into office: th is is a fom1 of aristocracy that must be undermined. 
Since the early governments of ancient Greece, measures have been taken to limit 
aristocratic rule. (If politicians are not paid, for example, only the rich are able to 
afford not working for pay.) By limiting campaign funds, Americans wi ll extend 
brilliant Grecian policies, crippling the power of more modem aristocrats. 
Once measures have been taken to ensure equal opportunity for presiden­
tial candidates, a method must be established for election. Within the spectrum 
of voting theories, there exists a plethora of axioms and possible solutions to the 
extreme fall ibili ty of the American voting ystem. In order to spare strenuous 
discus ion on the matters of logic and choice theory, tbis discussion will focus on 
one particularly simple solution: ranking candidates in order of preference, The 
benefi ts of a ranking form of voting are numerous and res lving. First and fore­
most, the Nadir-Gore problem of the 2000 election, in which Nadir was accused of 
·taking votes" from Gore, would never have occurred. Those who voted for adir 
lIould have placed Gore as their second choice and vice-versa, wbich would have 
nrovided a mucb more accurate representation of the American public's voting 
preferences. Secondly, the use of a ranking ystem allows an individual to voice 
']lore fully his or her opinion on the current state of potential nominees: with a 
.ingle selection, a citizen states only whom he or she would prefer the most, while 





importantly, every option in between). To that end, an election that requires more 
than a Ingle choice encourages voter- to be more fu lly infonned. Voters will after 
all, be forced to vote for something other than the mascot of their political orienta­
tion. A not-so-obvious benefit to rank-based oting sy t m incl ude the promotion 
of third-party candidates. How often is the concept of "wasted vote" entertained? 
The very notion derives from the idea that if an individual votes for a candidate 
other than a frontrunner, say, a third-party option then his or her vote is wasted, as 
that candidate is a sured to lose. In a ranking system th ird-party candidates have a 
much greater chance of being elected: Republican' wi ll likely place Democrats on 
the bottom of their ranked list and vice-versa, which allows for third-party candi­
dates to rank somewhere in the middle . Somewhere in the middle is an enomlOUS 
improvement 0 er not accounted for whatsoever. In turn, the promotion of new 
political parties and the drastically increased likelihood of third-party pres idents 
bolsters the American concept of politics into omething n wand refreshing. No 
longer does the continuous false dichotomy persi t, promoting p litical stagnancy 
and a never-ending pattern 0 voting for the "lesser of two evils"; instead political 
inquiry becomes diverse, allowing for innovative solutions to an array of national 
problems. 
In th current proce ofAm erican presidential election , votes are halted 
at a roadblock before they reach reception in Washington. This roadblock, known 
as the Electoral College, arose for two primary rea ons: to give more power 10 
mailer states and to more ea ily manage the votes of a large population. The 
former reinforces federalism and state-power, a concept that concerned America ' 
Founding Father, who attempted to balance both federal and tate po ers. The 
subj ect of tates' rights is es ential to America and American politics, but il i: a 
concern that must be dealt with in term of Constitutional Amendments and Ie is· 
lation, not voting. Not only doe the Electoral College system create the posslbil. 
ity of a popular vote losing, but it encourages candidates to fo u campaign mea· 
sures in select " swing-states," which re states that may "swing" in either poli tical 
djrection (left or right, c Iloquially speaking). As a result, most stat s, includinf 
some of the largest, are virtually ignored by candidates, willIe others are bombanJ· 
ed: the very purpo e of the Electoral College--state equality-collapse . on i ell. 
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causing many states to be enormously more important for pre idential candidates. 
The latter balf of the intentions of the E lectoral College, the organization of ot­
ing, should now be a non-problem. Well-managed technology ensures that every 
American ote can be counted, eradicating the problem that persisted in the early 
years of American history. 
Beyond all facets and procedures of voting, the American government is 
still, as any government, more than capable ofmisrepresenting its citizens through 
means of Congress and variolls legislation. Regard less, the American vote is the 
American voice, the reflection by which the nation- and the orId- views Alneri­
can public opinion. Without adequate representation, America nOl only loses sight 
as a functioni ng and meaningful . ociety, bu t as a democracy altogether. The repre­
entational democracy the Founders envisioned is occluded by the rise ofmass me­
l of third-party presidents 
g new and refre bing. N 
noting political stagnancy 
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dia, the promotion of dichotomous yet decidedly sterile political parties, and by an 
ever-increasing importance of money-hungry campaigns . The American Mirror 
is fogged and cracked with countless missing shards that distort all perspectives. 
That Mirror is irreparable, though it is not irreplaceable. But first, the American 
people mllst face the depravity of laxati on without representation and only then, 
may America become the democracy it was intended to be-witbout orruption, 
incompetence, and mi representation. Only then, a Abraham Lincoln stated in a 
different context, may American democracy become a reflection' oUhe people. by 
the people, for the people," 
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success to be celebrated. Their changing status upset the balance of American 0­
ciety and Southern economy and left the country' leaders and military scrambling 
to figure out what to do with these "poor creatures" (Butler) who were now trying 
to bui ld new lives for themselves. In her novel, March, Geraldine Brooks brings 
to life characters whose beliefs, like their hi torical counterparts, run the gamut on 
the treatment of contraband and the emancipa tion of sla ves. 
The question of where in society these runaway or abandoned slaves be­
longed was a question from the very beginning of the Civil War and opinions var­
ied greatly. Early in the conflict, Union Anny Headquarters established that it was 
not the Army's respon ibility to detemline the status of runaway slaves and that all 
slaves must be returned to their ma tefs, regardless of the master'S loyalties (Wart­
man). However, the reality was not so simple. Many anny camps were loathed to 
so easily turn away a will ing workforce when they were so short on labor. Instead, 
they quietly and against orders continued to use runaway slaves as servants Lo 
carry out menial camp tasks, such as construction and cooking (Wartman). 
In a report sent to the Secretary of War in 186 1, Benjamin F. Butler. a 
major general in the Union Anuy praises the fugitive slaves' hard work defends 
hi, practice of keeping runaway slaves, and expounds on their usefu lness in the 
camps. He reports that he set the men to bui lding entrenchments and that they 
,I cre "working zealously and efficiently aL thac duty, saving [Union] soldiers from 





to work, washing and mending soldiers ' clothes, and he asserts that they were 
, earning substantially their own subsistence" (But l r) . Clearly, the move to keep 
contraband as a labor force instead of return ing them to masters who were likely 
on the side of the enemy was primarily a practical decision. Though Union offi cers 
may have harbored a belief in th ultimate free ing of African Americans, it was 
not the driving force in the decision to give them sanctuary from their old ma ters 
among the war camps . 
To the Union Army, runaway and abandoned sla es were primarily viewed 
as a ource of cheap labor and easy infonnation on the movem nts of the enemy 
and lay of Southern geograpby. Though they were no longer sla es after joining 
the Northern cause, these runaways were still less than men in the eyes of the 
whites tbey worked alongside-not real men with rights, but "property liable to 
be used in the aid of rebellion" (Butler). The tenn "contraband," coined by Union 
Major General Benjamin F. Butler to describe these people reflected their tatu as 
"neither property with a clear owner (as in slavery) nor free people, but som thing 
in between" (Masur 1051). Despite the lave ' eager wi llingn ss to join the Union 
cause and the valuable infonnation and labor they provided the North was re luc· 
tant to declare them free . Even after Congress authorized the seizure ofsla es who 
were being used to aid the Cow derate cause in its Act of July 6 1861 their ri hts 
remained hazy and open to interpretation (Wartman). 
Similarly, the public opinion of the Union 's citizenry Iso fe ll all along 
the spectrum. In her novel, March, Geraldine Brooks bring to life the passion­
ate abolitionist in Mr. Mar h, her protagonist, and his fam ily. As avid believer 
in emancipation, th Marches lose their fortune by supporting a doomed busme's 
venture meant to bring aid to runaway slaves and risk civil penalties by participat­
ing in the Underground Railroad and sheltering runaway in their own home. In 
the ir darkest hour, faced with poverty, March sums up the surety of his con ictiofl 
wi th the words, "1 was a ked to ri k only money. How then offer any less th 'n 
all?" (Brooks 125). It is this certainty of his position that inspi res M rch to preach 
again t slavery, even at the risk of spoiling his reputation by alienating less radical 
thinkers and making people "uncomfortable" (Brooks 71). 
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and, by implication, to that of wh ites­ in a postemanci pation nation" (Schwalm). 
If slaves were freed, it wo uld shift tbe balance oflabor and change the structure of 
the whole country's economy. Even whites who owned no slaves themselves could 
appreciate the scope of the changes that emancipation would bring to America. 
In 1862 , Harper's Weekly summed up the position of many orthem and Border 
States whites when it noted that, though the sentiment was "petty and unchri tian" 
(Schwalm), the nation was simply unable to "tolerate negroes, except as slaves" 
(qtd. in Schwalm). 
Another concern raised by reluctant whites was that the direc ti on of the 
country and even the culture itself might change if blacks were to become citizens 
and gain in:ftuence, or worse, hold political office. A Pennsylvania representative 
assured the House of Representatives that the substandard manners and per onal 
custom of blacks would ban them from political asp irations a surely as if it were 
writt n into tbe Constitution and concluded that there was "no danger" (Litwack 
38). This belief that African Americans were incapable of bringing anything but 
menial, supervised labor to the country and that their rising infl uence would spell 
the end to Ameri can culture and progress further separated blacks and whites and 
prohi bited the intermingling that could have dispelled these harsh stereotypes and 
allO\ cd the freed slaves to integrate more easi ly into society. 
A fina l concem held by many whiles both soldiers and civilians was that 
a udden influx of former slaves, who would undoubtedly be wi lling to work un­
der harsher conditions and for smailer wages, would steal job opportunitie from 
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rison, a passionate abolitionist who insisted Oil the emancipation of the slave, 
argued in an 1829 address that slaves were "entitled to the prayers and sympathies 
and char ities of the American people" and that "no justificative plea for the per­
petuity of slavery can be found in the condition of its victims." From a religious 
viewpoint he found the conditions of the slaves to be disgraceful and immoral and 
insisted that only "education and freedom wi ll elevate our colored population t 
a rank with the whites, making them usefu l, intell igent, and peaceable ci ti zen " 
(Garrison). 
Ln contrast there were Northern whi tes who feared that .. evering the bonds 
FORMAL ESSAYS 
whites . In 1863 a Union officer wrote to his hometown's newspaper, inquiring 
about the possibi lity of sending a large number ofcontrabands north but was firmly 
denied because the citizens believed that the inpouring of so many recently eman­
cipated blacks would "destroy the dignity of white labor" (qtd. in Schwalm). 
In March, Geraldine Brooks touches upon this opinion in the person of 
the colonel in Mr. March's fi rst regiment. During his rant to March, the colonel 
exclaims, "Why, there are about as many genuine abolitionists in L incoln 's anny 
as there are in Jeff Davis ' . When the boys of th is unit listen to you preach about 
emancipation, all they hear is that a pack of ragged baboons is going to be headed 
north to take their jobs away" (Brooks 70). Brooks perfectly captures the fri ction 
between the oppo ing sentiments of those who were waging war to free the slave 
and those for whom the slaves were an unfortunate complication brought on by 
the war. The sad truth is that many whites, even those who purported to support 
African Americans' emancipation, feared the changes to their world if the move­
ment was a succe s. 
A third position taken by many whi tes during the Civil War, both in the 
North and South, was based on the idea that the black race would someday be 
capable of living as free and productive men, but they were not yet ready. Rather, 
they needed the direction and oversight of whites to help civilize them and teach 
them the value of hard work and the in and outs of American society before they 
would be able to take on the challenges of emancipated life. Only when they had 
been thoroughly Westernized in their thought and behavior would they be prepared 
to take their places as equals 10 whites. In March, Mr. Clement compares the Afri· 
can to "a child who has not reached the age of rea on ' (Brooks 25). Unable to dr­
tinguish right and wrong and incapable ofplanning for the future. laves, Clem nl 
claims, are li ttle better then children and 0 the moral obligation falls upon white, 
to "guide and guard them until their race matures" (Brooks 25). 
However, though it was the charge of whites to raise blacks from their 
savage beginnings, Clement asserts that the work was not yet completed and that 
whites should not "rush them out oftbeir childho d" (Brook 26) . In the meantim . 
Clement and other like-minded thinkers found no problem forcing black into th~ 
labor tasks they considered un avory or beneath them and punishing blacks when 
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they rebelled or disobeyed as a "stem father' (Brooks 26) should to encourage 
the building of good character in his children. Under this method of thought, the 
discip lining ofs la es- including the whip--was not the horror conceived of in the 
"fev red minds of. .. would-be Northern philanthropist ," (Brooks 26) but a normal 
and not at all inhumane nec sity. Puni hment of blacks, according Lo Clement, 
a not only essential for the safety and security fwhites , but al 0 for the healthy 
development of blacks into enlightened m n and women. 
Overall, white public opinions about contraband, lave, and freedmen 
during the Civil War and Reconstruction periods varied greatly. Today. it seems 
nfathom ble that slavery or racial discrimination could ever ha e been seen with 
moral ambiguity, but in March , Brook captures the emotional tapestry of this con­
flic ted period in American hi t ry and helps readers to identify with a wide range 
of characters wbose personal opinions about slavery and emancipation varied as 
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